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FOREWORD
THE PURPOSE OP THIS THESIS is to shoYi the re-
sults of an investigation made which has convinced
the author that there has been and still is an inter-
play of drama and religion, whereby both have profit-
ed or suffered from the results of the influence each
has had upon the other.
I would not have the reader think for a moment
that T propose to prove the religious belief of any
author, for with the exception of the primitive in-
stinct to believe in some power or force by which the
universe came into existence, mhether it be nature or
spirit or something still unconceived by the mind of
man, I daresay many to whom I shall refer would deny
having any religious belief; most certainly they would
deny, snd justly so, the assertion that tViey had an
idea of illustrating a religious truth in their dramas.
The thing I wish to prove is that according to my
theory, whether the author recognized it or not, the in-
fluence of religion is shown in drama, not only in the
early days of its origin, but today—the Twentieth
1
Century, when, as Thornton 'Hlder says^ of all ages
religious literature is least wanted.
1 Thornton ViTilder, in preface to "The Angel that
Troubled the Waters**
.

is true the treetment of the theme may be such
that many would not recognize the religious element in
it at first sight. The play may be clothec^ in the garb
of Social Reform, such as Ibsen»s ^Enemy of the People",
or the problem play, such as his ''Ghosts"; it may be
clad in the philosophic robe, as in Galworthy^s
"Windows"; it may be decked in the regalia of moder-
nistic questioning, as in O^NeillT's "Marco Millions",
or "Dynamo"; it may be the gauzy shroud of the fantas-
tic or idealistic play such as Barriers "Mary Rose" or
Ibsen^s "'•'^en Y/e Dead Awaken"; it may be the non-appar-
elled sex play such as O^Neill^s "Strange Interlude";
or it may be the modestly adorned, typical church play
that bears the name as such, as Maeterlinck's "Mary
Magdelene" , Masefield^s "Coming of Christ", or the
classic example--The Passion Play of Oberammergau, and
hosts of other plays designated for church performan-
ces, "^e thing- I believe and wish to show is that the
religious truth is so powerfully portrayed in drama,
wlriatever the type, that it is difficult to decide in
which type it is most effective if the play is under-
stood. To be sure, the treatment is not always such
as would even show favor to the church or churchmen.
Often a play gives the church a "slap in the face" so
to speak, but that is part of the interplay. in her
turn the church closes the theaters, hews down the May
cT
pole, and stops the dramatic movement. -^t is a "give
and take** process, but I invite an unprejudiced
attention to the study of the interplay.

THE INTERPLAY OF DRAM AND RELIGION
PART ONE
Of all the arts, no other is as out reaching,
as all-inclusive as drama. It is the one art that
includes all the others, thus enriching itself and
glorifying that which comes within its bounds. It
1
is in general, a reflex of life** and so closely asso-
ciated 7;ith man that it is part of his very existence.
It is equally true that of all the beliefs, con-
victions, or instincts, if one wishes to call them
such, none is as universal as thet of religion. It
is an inborn recognition of a Superior Power, a
Supreme Being, or a Divine Something after which man-
kind is prone to seek, encuire after, and win the favor
or approval for his own safety or for the reverence for
the Superior.
Since these two interests are so much a part of
man's life, it is most fitting that they should be so
closely blended one with the other; and so they are.
V7e see an interplay of the tv;o from the earliest days
of their beginnings, not always in favorable exchange
of influences, but with a final enriching contribution
from each to the other.
1 William Thomson Price: "Technique of the Drama**
page 2
K
DEFIKITI015S OF TERMS. In approaching the subject
of this interplay it is well to have in mind a common
definition that is usable from a literary standpoint
for each term.
1
According to dictionaries, religion is '*the out-
ward act or form by which men indicate their recogni-
tion of the existence of a god or gods having power
over their destiny, to whom obedience, reverence,
2
service, and honor are due.** or "The feeling or es-
pression of human love, fear, or awe of some super-
human and overwhelming power, whether by profession
of belief, by observance of rites, ceremonies, or by
conduct of life." ''A system of faith and piety", or
"Modes of divine worship among different tribes, na-
tions, or communities, based UDon the belief held in
4
common..." **The word in Latin meaning a binding or
obligation... .The belief in an all pervading deity
is an upward step in the scsle of intelligence,"
^^ith the various definitions and theories held
by authorities consulted, my personal conclusion is
that religion is an acknowledgment of a Higher power
whose favor we crave; consecuently , the more primitive
a people the more vague their idea of a deity and the
more painful their attempts to seek his approval or
1 Webster^'s New Dictionary, 1913, page l801
2 and 3 Encyclopedia Brittanica, Ninth Edition, Vol.
4 llie Standard Reference V»^ork, Vol, Vll, under
topic: Religion

appease his anger. As the Deity recognized by
Christianity is the Christians » Cod, and as His laws
were interpreted to us through Jesus Christ, we shall
consider the religion of our study ^ the aclmowledge-
ment of the principles set forth by Jesus as the high-
est code of law, of love, and the "basis of all move -
ments wh ich have been the means of blessing humanity ,"
As for drama, V^ebster calls it "a composition in
prose or verse intended to portray life or character;
especially one to be portrayed on the stage^. The
various encyclopedias give definitions very much alike;
2
"The term applied to the production of arts which imi-
tate, or. .. 'represent T action by personages taking
part in them as real, and as employed in the action it-
3
self." "A form of literary art designed for direct
representation of human actors and characters through
their impersonation of actors before an audience."
4
"A Greek word meaning action, and applied to that
form of literature suited for performance. . .before an
audience."
5
As to dramatic critics on drama, Ashley Dukes
says, "Drama is not only a portrayal of action, but
1 Webster's New Dictionary, page 30?.
2 Encyclopedia Brittanica, Vol. Vlll, page 475.
3 The New International Encyclopedia, Vol. 7, page 231.
4 The Americana, Vol. IX, page 303
5 Ashley Dukes: Drama, page 12.
T
1
action itself." But Thomas H. Dickinson goes into
a rather detailed definition " as drama is the
immediate art of social humanity, it necessarily in-
cludes and implies all other arts and social activi-
ties. In ft definite sense it is the art of arts, just
as may be considered the art of social man. For if it
be true to the essential nature of man, drama must do
justice to all the factors and impressions of that
nature. In these there will be the stimulations ris-
ing from dancing, from design, from music, from re-
ligion and folk ceremonial Drama includes immed-
iately all those factions which we have learned to
consider essential to the understanding of the life of
man. Not only the man himself, but the home in which
he lives, nature as back ground, and nature as environ-
ment, the atmosphere he breathes, the soil upon which
he stands and to which he returns being factors of
life are factors of the play. And they must be pre-
vented in their close relationship to man, for in the
truest sense they are part and substance of him. A
man is more than his physical body. am part of
all I have met» is a dictum that expresses a whole
social philosophy. And beyond any other art, drama
can present the subtle back ground making up the life
of man, v/hich is yet so definite and illusory that it
well nigh escapes treatment.'"
1 Thomas H. Dickinson: The Case of American Drama
page 0 ^ .

^1
If we narrovr the subject to a "play". The best
definition for a play is that it is a comment on life,
as the audience knows life, in terms of the actor, the
stage, the scenery, the costumes, and numberless aids
and accessories."
2
"A drama is the imitation of a complete action
adapted to the sympathetic attention of man, developed
in a succession of continuously interesting and con-
tinuously related incidents, acted and expressed by
means of speech and the symbols, actualities, and
conditions of life. . . . ITo definition in a paragraph,
however comprehensive terms of what drama is, can more
than indicate its limits and proportions."
For my own purpose, I consider drama that form of
art i^iose expression conveys to an aud i
e
nce the story
of an:;- phase of life with its accompanying emotions .
The latter part of this statement leads to the next
step in this discussion, and that is necessarily THE
PURPOSES OF DPvAMA.
I use the plural, because ideas vary as to the
true purpose of drama, and in fact we shall see that
there are more purposes than one. A great many people,
especially in modern times, claim the sole purpose of
drama to be that of amusement. Others*, a much smaller
group, claim it to be at least in part, instruction.
1 Elizabeth R. Hunt: The Play of Today, page l69
2 William Thomson Price: "Technioue of the Drama",
page 1.
*i
A still smalf^group, perhaps, claim that one purpose,
at any rate is worship.
To ths first group belongs A. S. i.iorgan, who
1
in his "Tendencies of iviodern Drama" contends that re-
gardless of the state of humanity, the lack of justice,
the need to be told what wrongs may be righted--" that
work", he says, ''is for the moralist and reformer, and
woe betide the artist whose pitying eye and sympa-
thetic heart are caught in the fatal web of didactic-
ism. Let the artist interpret life truly, and in the
highest sense beautifully and the-r'e will be no fear
that he will not do good. The preacher and reformer
have their functions; and the artist has his. In the
end tl-ey are aiming at the same great object, to raise
nnd beautify and enrich life. But although their ult-
imate aim may be one, their paths are different, and
so too, must they use different means."
The question that catches the eye of the student
seeking the true purposes of drama is how the critic
can acknowledge society's need of correction, and yet
reruire the artist to present life "truly" and
"beautifully**. If he is to do this he is limited in
hisscope, and life, to the artist, is not limited. It
is one greet panorema upon whose horizon are mountain
peaks and deep ravines, as well as the smooth lines of
the plains. Again if the work of correction does not
1 A, E. Morgan: "Tendencies of Modern Drama" page
157, and 158.

belong to the artist, v/hy must he be assured he is
doing good; the purpose of drama or any other art,
if the artist is to do good, should not be confined
to any certain field.
Drama should provide pleasure^ that is most cer-
tainly acknowledged, but the objection raised with Mr.
Morgan's statement is that it is forbidden to give
pleasure in more ways than the temporary enjoyment
in the theater. T^e kind of pleasure it provides
should be considered in such an assertion. Brander
Matthews makes this distinction in his analysis of
1
the purposes of drama. **To many of us the drama gives
merely unthinking amusement in the playhouse, and to
not a fev; others it presents itself in the loftiest
forms of poetry. To some its chief cuality is that
it enables them to disentangle the philosophy of the
cramatist himself, and to declare his ethical code;
and to others it affords satisfaction because it is
ever a gallery of character portraits, T/he"^ein we can
each of us enlarge our knowledge of our fellowman. To
a few it is significant as the material by which we
can best distinguish national characteristics; and
to more it is of value chiefly because of its words
which can be scanned and parsed and traced to their
sources, -^-nd to the scantiest group of all, perhaps,
dramatic literature is even interesting because it is
of the higjiest manifestation of dramatic instinct
1 Brander Matthews: "Development of the Drama"
pages 3 and 4*
<1
universal in mankind, and because it supplies
abundantly the special pleasures which only the art
of the dramatist can provide.
"To the smallest body I confess myself to belong.
The drama is interesting in many ways, no doubt; but
to me, I admit, it is always most interesting when
it is considered simply as drama--ss a vj"ork of drama-
turgic craftsmanship prepared especially to be perform
ed b7f sctors, in a theater, before an audience.**
Among advocates of drama as a means of instruc-
tion, none is more plainly spoken on the subject than
Eugene Brieux, not merely does he attempt to defend
his ov/n special type of drama, but he explains his
convictions on the subject of the theater, drama, end
the public. In a forev^ord to "Plays of Eugene Brieu3sf
by P. V. Thomas, he admits that he was derisively call
ed "Honest Brieux" and "The Tolstoy of the Temple
District", in Faris, but he adds that he had not felt
belittled by it. He explains what his ideas concern-
ing the uses of the theater should be:
1
"I have the profound conviction that the theater
may be a valuable means of instruction. I should not
limit its ambition to amusing spectators. One must
admit also that the theater has a right from time to
time, at any rate, to touch upon the most serious
1 Eugene Brieux, in a forev/ord to "Plays of Eugene
Brieux", by P. V. Thomas, page

questions of the most vital topics.
"I wish through the theater not only to make
people think, to modify habits and facts, but still
more to bring about laws which appear to me desirable."
^-nother advocate, evidently as earnest as Brieux
1
himself, is 3eorge Bernard Shaw TiTho says, "it can no
longer be denied that the stage is a useful means of
propagating ideas that are established as sound, but
which are not yet comm.on property. M. Brieux claims
the right to make use of the stage other than the
dramatic, for purposes of making known to the masses
the ideas invented or upheld by philosophers and
savants. This is bis mission. IVii s is what prompts
him to sermonize. The tendency to sermonize is con-
stant throughout the works of ii. Brieux; at times it
so dominates the dramatic theme as to reduce the play
to a didactic dialogue M. Brieux would not
deny the claims of the pulpit and tract, but he would
claim an eaual right for the stage to treat such
subjects, if not a superior right, because it is of
greater use for propaganda work, the audience being
appealed to being numerically greater, and (what is
more important) out of the reach of pulpit and pamph-
let. The public that will not go to church and will
not take the trouble to read will go to the theater.
Furthermore, it is too late to object that the theater
1 George Bernard Shaw, in "Plays of Eugene Brieux**,
by P. V. Thomas, page 108.

is primarily a place of amusement; this may be true,
but it does not rule out the serious plays. Ilie
stage ma77 be only secondarily a place for serious
plays, but the serious play has been a success on the
stage, witness "La Robe Rouge**, ergo the stage can be
used for such purposes.**
The third group, though small, claim that at
least one use of drama is worship. This group is
increasing its numbers rapidly as the Church, a severe
and chastening parent, is readopting her prodigal off-
spring to v/hich she gave birth more than fifteen huni-*--
dred years ago. Among those who appear on the list of
advocates of drama as v:orship is Rev. Phillips Endecott
1
Osgood, who declares fearlessly that *'the church needs
just what worship-drama can give. 'Aether we like to
admit it or not, the services of the church have be-
come too obj ectivi zed." ^e supports his claim by
showing hov; the old church dramas, the mysteries, mir-
acles, and moralities could be adapted to present day
forms of worship. As these plays have served before
as worship, not entertainment as so much of our
church drama of toda:/, he pleads for a revision and a
new setting to be given the old plays and reinstalled
into our services as a part of worship, at the altar,
as was their former use.
1 Rev. Phillips 2ndecott Osgood: "Old Time Church
Drama Adapted"
,
page b

Another strong suDporter of the same idea is
1
Charles Arthur Boyd, vrho says," drama and religion,
however much the custom 5nd usage of modern days may
have divorced them and forced them apart into differ-
ent and sometimes seemingly opposing channels, are not
only not antagonistic, but they are essentially one.
In its true beginning and its real essence drama is
religious; and equally, in much of its outv/'ard ex-
pression, religion is dramatic. He goes further to
quote Dr. Osgood:
2
"Religious dram.a is more truly defined as a dram-
atic worship form, interesting all the v/orshippers (at
least in spirit) in the utterances of an emotion be-
yond mere words. Religious dram.a at its best is akin
to the sacrements on their liturgical side. Religious
drama is prayer, praise, and teaching, by means of
beauty and symbolism Pnd poetry, and living truth.
'^A little hoj suddenly got up from the floor-
where he had been sitting and threw his arms around
his mother's neck to kiss her, and he said, »I ;Tas
just thinking howjmuch 1 loved you, and I had to do
something about itJ ^T]iis is the idea behind religi-
ous drama: we have an emotion which cold prose words
will not say; we have to utter whst we feel with our
V7hole being, and together."
1 Charles Arthur Boyd: "Worship in Drama, pag^ 1.
2 "Quotation from Dr. Osgood used by Mr. Boyd, page 1.
1.
VJhile the authorities mentioned had perhaps a
certain interest that led more toward their own way of
thinking than tov/ard the other, it cannot be denied that
there is truth in each one^s idea, although the entire
truth may not be found in any one of them.
^t must be borne in mind that the conditions of
our day are unlike those of the days of the early
church and the beginnings of drama. The origin of
drama was for the purpose of worship. The Greeks used
dramatic performance of dance and song in honor of the
god Dionysus before the Christian religion came into
existence. The worship was pagan, to be sure, but
it expressed the emotion that by instinct belongs to
man, and the more highly developed the civilization,
the more expressive becomes the dramatic action.
1
**The dramatic instinct is a prime force in civiliza-
tion; the need to give vent to pent-up emotion, to
express the joy of living, to put in material form
the ideas that vex: the spirit has driven man to
imitate, to create. This is a response and desire
felt everywhere and in all ages—the desire to feel
what others are feeling, to get experience by proxy,
to get the enjoyment of borrowed pain, to put into
practice the Aristotilian principles of Kathorsis."
1 Elonora '/Jhiting^s words used in Following the
Dramatic Instinct** by Anita 3. Ferris, page 10.

1
According to G. Stanley Hall, "'More generally
it is the propensity to express the larger life of
the race in the individual, and more specifically to
act out or to see acted out the most manifold traits
of our common humanity. Thus no agency of culture
is more truly or purely humanistic.**
As we look back over the development of the race
and alongside it the dramatic development we realize
the truth of the two last authorities ouoted. Drama
did not retain its one purpose—that of worship, be-
cause man does more than worship, and he wishes to
see the reflection of all sides of his life and activi-
ties. At the time drama was instituted religion was
the one interest that held all men in commonj interests
spread out to other fields of thought and activity,
and drama followed it up with its imitations and its
contributions to man's delight. With the very first
move of the laity to participate in the performances
at the altar, the movement began to grow in other
directions, the themes treated were broader, the
fickle was admitted and the play started from the
altar through the nave to the door, into the church
yard, and out into the market place, no longer solely
a form of worship, but a diversion, and a means of in-
struction by keeping alive the story of the human race
I Quotation used by Anita B. Ferris: "Following the
Dramatic Instinct", page 11.
(T
I
as it is related in the Bible through the great
it-
cycles; with the pageant wagons^ toured the towns and
villages with their guild representations whose pur-
pose vras far from being altogether pious, but whose
subject material W9s still largely biblical. However,
before going into that psrt of the discussion we shall
look at other beginnings than our own, of drama with
other peoples. Suffice it is here to say that the
purposes of drama today are varied, but the three pur-
poses we have considered are the major ones, and the
two latter ones we shall note especially in the de-
velopment of this thesis.
( V
r
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PART TWO
THE INTERPLAY
m
The first reason for believing there has ever
been an interplay between drama and religion, since
their beginnings, is based on the fact that both re-
ligious festivals and dramatic performances are found
not as separate functions, but as one in EACH RISIT-TG
CIVILIZATI ON.
Viie find practically every religious rite accom-
panied by the dance, the earliest form of drama, and
which is still included in its present day form, for
in every department of drama the major factor is
1
action. Karl Mantzius, in a research of the begin-
nings of drama, shows that peoples so far removed
from each other both geographically and ethnograph-
ically that a mutual influence or imitation would be
out of the ouestion to consider, yet the same type
of action is the basis of the form that evolves into
their native drama. It seems to be instinctive. The
Greek drama, perfect as it was in form, did not
,
differ essentially from the religious festivals of
the Indians; nor did the mascues and farces which
are still performed in civilized Europe differ great-
Karl Mantzius: ''History of Theatrical Art in Ancient
and Modern 'J^imes*'
,
page 4*

1y from the festivals of the i/Ielonesian peoples of
1
the South Sea Islands. The artistic phenomena of
primitive tribes manifests itself in a mixture of
four arts: music, dancing, acting, poetry.
^Dancing. first developed into an accepted ex-
pression of certain emotions thus becoming a kind of
aid. . . . iieligious feeling is the highest form of emo-
tion; therefore it is natural that dancing v:as taken
into the service of religion. "^he lowest primitive
nstives that have no religious ideas to speak of and
no religious worship, have no dancing. On the other
hand, the peoples to viiom dramatic action is unknown
perform dances at a few religious festivals."
^ue to the fact that the growth of drama is slow
as is also the growth of civilization, the skill of
the drama may largely determine the age of the civil-
ization.
As we look at the early civilization of Greece
vie find a form of worship th?t was partly borrowed,
perhaps from Egypt, Phrygia, or other Asiatic coun-
tries, but no evidence remains to be seen. ^^^'e find
Greece already developed in a rather formal drama
that is so far as we can prove independent, self-
sustained, an original from which many later rising
civilizations profited. As early as 534 B. G. trage-
Karl Mantzius: History of Theatrical Arts in Ancient
and Modern Times"
,
page 5*

dies were held in contest, in corrLpetition for a
prize 9t the festival of Dionysus instituted at
Peisistratus; thus we see the first favorable thing
which influenced the growth of Greek drama fostered
by protection and support by the state. Its be-
ginning was in intimate connection with the national
religion and continued so till its end as a living
drama. In addition to local support^ the festivals
held twice a year in Athens brought people from the
remote ends of the federal empire to witness the
theatrical performances which were held in the most
sacred locality—the Lenaeum on the south-eastern
declivity of the Acropolis, where the first wine press
was said to have been set up, and where the altar of
Bacchus (god of generation and production) formed the
center of the theater.
Th,e Roman drama was never as great as a nstional
feature as we found the Greek drama to be, but an
early form of religious ceremony was the basis of the
drama Rome enjoyed. The reasons for the slow develop-
ment of drama were largely due to the lack of support
by the state, and the more scientifically minded people.
1
The Patagonians whose only religious feeling con-
sists of a passion of horror of evil spirits, limit
dancing and poetry to a monotonous mumbling of sense-
less intonations accompanied by perpetual rocking of
the body to and fro.
Karl Mantzius: History of Theatrical Arts in Ancient
and Modern Times", page 6.
c ^
1
Among the Australians we find commencements
of ceremonies with dances, performers fantastically
decked x'7ith flowers, feathers, wreaths, skin greas-
ed and covered with white clay. The dances, held at
night, were secret affairs, and no outsider was allow-
ed to attend because of the mysterious spirit of their
religion.
2
The Aleutians have mystic mask dances as a part
of their holy ceremonies; some are held by women only,
and some by men only. The dances are held by moon-
light 7'here hundreds of nude viomen, with bodies paint-
ed in imitation of some animal, and marked mysterious-
ly, dance around their idols as part of their worship.
The North American Indian^s religious worship
had mysterious festivals at which pantomimes were pre-
pared by actors in disguise. llo outsider was allowed
here, and the members of the secret order were allow-
ed special privileges such as eating human flesh, a
habit long extinct, now.
The Jews, early in their religious history, used
dramatic methods of worshipping their God. '^ey
celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles to perpetuate
that episode in the 'Wilderness as a bit of both
national and religious history, and even to the pre-
sent it is an observed feast among the Jevia.
1 Karl Mantzius: History of Theatrical Arts in
Ancient and Modem "^'imes"
,
page 6.
2 Karl Mantzius: History of Theatrical Arts in
Ancient and Modern Times", page 7.

Chinese and Japanese pantomime grew side by
side with comparatively well developed dramatic art.
In China--isolated as she is little drama is found,
but toda^/- each temple of importance has a stage
attached. At all religious festivals the stage is
used for dramatic performances by actors. '^-'e con-
clude that drama, as it became secular, was grad-
ually removed from inside the church, though contrary
to -ti^uropean fashion, but in harmony with conservative
China, it remained in close connection with the cel-
ebration to which it owes its origin.
'Ahile we noted the lack of a great drama in ^ome
in compsrison to the drams of Greece, we see the other
early dramas were in most capes mere pantomimes,
dances, and mumbling chants or intonations. But as
we turn from the pagan worship and give our attention
to a new religion that hsd spread from the heart of the
Orient to many coimtries of Europe and Asia as v/ell as
the far East, we shall see the beginnings of drama
which is to be of special interest to us in this study,
as it is the source of modern drama of England and
America. The contribution of Greek drama aid THE
EARLY CHUT^CH DRA.IiLA OF EK^GLAND.
While the rites of the early Hebrew worship
were intensely dramatic long before the advent of
Christ, we did not borrov; our church ritual from the
Hebrews. Instead, strange to say, we adopted the
f
pagan ritual as our own, by the mere exchange of
form from that v;hich honored the god of the Greeks
to one which became a part of the Christian ritual.
Ihe same ceremonT^r which was found in the Dionysian
worship, celebrating the mythical resurrection of
the god every spring introduced into the Christian
ritual the beautiful celebration of the risen Christ,
and spread to the ends of the world the seeds of drama
into 8 soil unequalled in fertility.
Previously the church had been interested only
in breaking up the old drama, because of the claim
that it was corrupted; in fact, drama as a living
form went under at the break up of the Roman world
due to the hostility of the christians and the in-
difference of the Barbarians. But the pagan form,
reversed in purpose and applied to the Christian
""'eity, was the redeeming remnant of the dramatic
movement of the ancient world.
It is an old story--the story of t^e liturgical
drama, and we pause here for a b^-'lef review because
of its benefit as a connecting link between the
drama of the ancients and the regular drama with
which we are acquainted today.
1
Katherine Lee Bates tells a beautiful story
illustrating the relations of the church and drama:
Katherine Lee Bates: "English Religious Drama",
page 1.
r
"The history of the European theater not only west
of the Channel, but upon the continent as well,
bears resemblance to the history of the little
^^nglish robin, '.vho as his strength waxes, snd his
breast brightens, and his song grows tuneful, turns
his ungrateful bill against the parents who have
reared him, so that the misty autumn mornings ring
with melodious defiance and cries of combat between
the young bird and the old. In like manner, the
romantic drama, born of the church and nurtured by
the church, comes in time, as it acauired an in-
dependent life and gradually passed from sacred to
secular uses . to incur the resentful hostility of
the parent bird vhose plumage its mischevious
young activity loved to ruffle "
The new birth of church drama took place in the
Christian church about 4-^0 A. D. , and the central
and soleiTin rite was the mass, essentially a dramatic
commemoration of crucial moments in the life of
Christ such as His birth, death, and resurrection.
P'rom Ouem Ouaeritis, the first trope, drama made
steady progress to the middle of the thirteenth
century when it was fairly complete as liturgical
drama.
Secularization had begun, however, even before
that time. With the first use of profaneness the
gradual move from the altar through the nave, to

the church yard, and finally to the market places
and inn yards started, and as it progressed from
the church it became more commercialized, more
profane, 9nd more widely diversified in theme and
form and style until soon the move was A COMPLETE
DEPARTURE FROM THE CHURCH so far as a means of wor-
ship was concerned.
With the lesving the church, drama grew rapid-
ly Into msny different types: the mysteries, miracles,
the long and detailed cycles, the Moralitites, and
interludes--all forerunners of the regular drama,
the form of x'^ich type is recognizabel because of
its likeness to the drama of our present day.
^'i^ith each advancing step made, more complic-^tion
was introduced, and s passing from the real to the
symbolical as a method of instruction was first used
in the morality--a play in which personified ideas
were characterized to impart biblical truths. The
struggle that went on in this type of play was not
man with man, but a struggle between the forces of
evil and the forces of good, or virtues, in the life
of a men. This conflict of vice and virtue in man
was such an outstanding bit of plotting thst the
morality lives today as few of the older forms of
drama live, and the classic pla^/, "Everyman" is still
produced with a considerable amount of interest among
circles interested in real drama.

With the Interlude we lose sight of anything
that is very religious. In fact the best known ex-
ample of the interlude, "The Four PF^s** the hero of
the occasion, made so because of his ability to tell
the biggest lie, was a churchman. In "Johan Johan,
Tyb, and Sir Johan" the priest Johan is a most detest-
able villain, Vi,'ho may be called the father of villains
such as we find today in the everlasting triangle plays
on married life. This departure from the sacred themes
did not spring up all of a sudden with the Interlude,
however; as far back as the earlier C7/cles, the most
famous example of the Wakefield cycle, "The Second
Shepherd^s Play" has as the leading character a thief.
From the subject of religion with the Bit)ie as a
source book for material for plays, there arose a world
of folk lore full of myths and ballads from which was
drawn material for such plays as the Saint George
plays, the ^^obin Hood Plays, then the mummers with
their jokes and disguise, and the introduction of
merry-making characters such as the fools, jester, or
Punchinellos with their extempory stunts, drama drift-
ed, so to speak, from the period of the iniracles to
the sixteenth century, some hundred years, roughly
estimating the time, with no definite contribution
save an occasional c^/cle play, for cycles were still
given, and such plays as the Ajorality, already men-
tioned.
6
The means of a definite step forv:ard in the six-
teenth century was the fact that excavators in Rome
T^ere die:;ging up the ruins of the old Roman writers
who had arisen after the early Roman period mentioned
elsewhere in this paper, but whose v/orks seemingly had
never passed beyond Rome. As scholars learned of this
store of knowledge being reve'aled, they went to Rome
and found samples of the classics of both Greek and
Roman origin which they brought back and placed in the
schools as texts, later as models from which to draw
imitations in their new attempts at play writing.
This naturall'/ brought the schools into the fore-
ground and paved the way for the regular drama whose
writers were scholars with minds alert for new themes
and new ways of expressing them. As a result we ha -e
not only a new type of drama, but THE GROu'TH OP' IJANY
TYfES.
^ith the growth of drama that followed, the
writers, a group of university wits, drama branched
out into many lines untouched before in setting,
subject, or plot not to mention characterization,
which not only added Interest to the play, but to the
writer as v/ell, as he experimented on new themes and
their treatment.
This breaking away from the narrow field of olot,
subject, character, 9nd language of the early play,
and the adopting of local color, and characterization
c
gave the new play a range including the flattery of
royalty, the display of the flexibility of the English
language, the new field of romance and magic, love and
idealism, the fairy tale, history, allegorical forms of
structure, pastoral peoples and scenes, tragedy—all
woven into the web of drama until the finished fabric
which we find in the Elizabethan period is not unlike
Polonius^ description of drama wv^en he says it is
1
"...tragedy, comedy, history, pastoral, pastoral-
comical, historical-pastoral, tragical-historical,
tragical-comical-historical-pastoral." Although we
are forced to smile at his detailed summary, it is
not used for comedy only, but partly for truth, and
this brings us to the next -step vhich shows the
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE I^-^ SHAKESPEARE.
Even in this age v^hen authors were as mad with
literary inspiration as with wine, we see the influ-
ence of religion, the church, and the Bible evident,
although the authors were perhaps unav;are of its
presence.
With the one bright light among many smaller
ones of this period, we shall take the outstanding
dramatist of his time as an example to prove that re-
ligious influence was prominent even in the Elizabeth-
an age. Shakespeare, who is said to have had a pro-
Hamlet: Act 11, Scene 2.
cm
found knowledge of many subjects, most certainly had
a v;ide knowledge of the Bible, the church, and the
people of the church, although I do not claim that he
had any particular sympathy or interest in any of them
save as his literature celled for its revelation.
One of the most intensive studies of Shakespeare
and the religion of his day is that of "illiam Burgess
in his book, "Ttie Bible in Shakespeare". This is not
a dogmatic treatment full of didacticism, but it is a
result of a laboratorial research which uncovers the
wealth of biblical and church influence in the works
of a man vre would never think of classing as a writer
of religious drama. In fact it is one of the greatest
if not the greatest contribution to Shakespeare ^s
works, the religion of his day. The fact^that the
Church of England as well as that of Rome was so
closely associated with the people and so constantly
on their minds that its influence had to be shown if
a true characterization of the people was drawn.
As Mr, Burgess approaches the subject, he gives
us a table of statistics wherein he reveals some start
ling facts about the Bible and its influence in the
1
VTOrks of Shakespeare. One of the most surprising of
these is the statement that the word **God", by actual
count of only those reference to the Christian ^od,
omitting the pagan gods, appears nearly seven hundred
William Burgess: "Th.e Bible in Shakespeare**
,
page 19.
i
times. Sometimes it appears as an exclamation such
as "Oh God" or "God^s vrill^". In such cases it is not
alvrays accompanied by context pertaining to religious
thought, but in most cases it is employed with a mean-
ing that is both religious and reverent. If 7/e were
trying to prove the religious nature of the dramatist
himself instead of his use of religion in his dramas,
one of the strongest bits of evidence of his regard for
the sacred would be the fact that he never mentions the
name of the Holy Ghost in his dramas.
''^-s to the biblical characters having a place in
the works of Shakespeare, by mere tabulated form there
are forty-five, and the number of times they appear is
one hundred and thirty-five. As to Scriptural facts
and incidents, ^'^r. ^urgess goes into detail to show
that they are used throu. hout the v/orks. ^ shall only
give the number of references, which is sixty-five.
The biblical themes are most profusely used. This,
too, is too complicated to explain in detail here, but
by actual count of the references Mr. ^urgess gives,
there are 1,0^^0.
2
"'vThat", asks Mr. Burgess, "if it were possible the
infinitude of the personal Christ should cease?" and
1 William Burgess: "The Bible in Shakespeare",
pages 117-265.
2 William Burgess: "The Bible in Shakespeare",
page 16.
c
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classes of people, the use the dramatist makes of it
as limited as it can be if the true characterization
of the people is to he msde. The church was the most
influential institution alongside the government it-
self, and the Bible the most widely read and quoted
book. '"^e get the reactions both favorable and unfavor-
able from the people according to the course of
politics or government which turned the tables of talk.
But again, note the discretion. The illiterate and
frivolous were never allowed to talk in reverent terms
of holy subjects. To them the dramatist gives the
quibble and twist, and merry-making misa-opropriations.
The noble characters approach the sanctity of the
Scriptures, religious ruestions ,and doctrines.
As to the sources of characterization used by
^akespeare, although there are thought to be several
in the Bible, we shall note onlj one—Hsmlet. How
many sources Shakespeere used for a single character
is not known. It seems that whenever he saw a trait
that would add to the effectiveness to his raan-in-the-
making, he took it. In the composition of Hamlet,
evidently he drew on many sources; for personality,
experience, philosophy he sav; a kindred spirit in the
character of Job that was needed to make the Danish
Prince all he is today.
As to their likenesses in personality, both
were languid, melancholy, and full of cuestioning
despair. In experience, both were bereft and ill
c
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treated by fate. In philosophy, they were both in search
of the solutions of the same mysteries. In his despair
i
Job asks," If a man die, shall he live again?** and Hamlet
2
ponders, ** To be, or not to be-that is the question..*
5
Job asks of the Almighty, *»7^Tiat fe man, that Thou
shouldst magnify him? and that Thou shouldst set Thy
heart upon him?" Concerning the same Question ^amlet
4
reasons, "l?Jhat a piece of work is man...l?Vhat is man
If his chief good, and market of his time
Be but to sleep and feed,... a beast, no more.
Sure He that made us with such large discourse
Looking before and after, gives us not
That capability and godlike reason
To fust in us unused."
In setting, Job has three friends who come to
visit him. Hamlet hss one loyal friend and two visitors
who pose as friends. To the latter he says, ^Whj look
you now, how unworthy a thing you make of me. You would
play upon me;you seem to know my stops; you ^"ould pluck
out the heart of my mystery; you would sound me from my
lov/est note to the top of my compass." To his three
friends, Job says, "Do you imagine to reprove words and
speeches of one that 'is desperate, v^hich are as wind? Am
1 Job 14:14
2 Hamlet, Act III, scene 1.
3 Job 7:17
4- Hamlet, Act IV,scene4.
5Hamlet,Act III, scene 2,
6 Job 6:2 6
f
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I a sea, or a whale that thou settest watch over me?"
The extreme unlikeness of those two tragic fig-
ures is that Job rises out of his despair, while ^am-
let sinks into his, a victor in revenge, but a victim
of circumstances. Job, pondering on the cuestion of
1
life and death says,"*...-, before I go whence I shall
not return, even to the land of darkness and the shad-
ow of death...." but later he rises to the triumphant
1
spirit in the words, " I know that my Redeemer liveth^"
3
while Hamlet refers to "that undiscovered country from
whose bourne no traveller returns."
The Scriptural warning, "Be sure your sins will
find you out" is such sn evident factor in the dramas of
Shakespeare that he must have had this as a maxim by
which he guided his plots. In his plays, although it may
be unintentionsl so far as his regard fop religion is
concerned, he shows sin bringing its punishment, and
the sinful deeds outliving the evil-doer, "^"hus, the ac-
tivity of conscience becomes a vital part of his plots.
The theme of conscience is used thirty-eight times in
his plays.
4
^-s to the sources of plot material, the wreck of the
Apostle Paul on the •'"sland of ^'^alta is considered by 3ur-
bage and Rees to be the source of ShakespeareS "The Tempest"
The wording of one passage in each is cited: Paul says,
1 Job 1C:21 * 5 Hamiet Act * ill ^ scene i'/"
2 Job 19:25 4 Acts 27:12-^4
r
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1
"There shall not sn hair fall from the head of any of
you.** In Shakespeare's account Prospero s^js,
2
. ...There is no soul-
No, not so much perdition as a hair,
§etid to any creature in this vessel.'"
After the storm passes Ariel tells Prospero that
3
not a hair has perished, and i-'^^iranda asks, "How came we
4
ashore?" and Prospero replies ," '^^y divine Providence."
The name,"Ariel" is said to have been suggested hy Isaiah
in reference to Ariel, the city.
V/hile Shakespeare's works show an attitude that is
undeniably favorable toward Temperance, it would be ab-
surd to try to prove the dramatist a temperance man.
Even thpugh v.-e know little of his habits, we are interested
in noting that he shows the effects of drink on his
villains and clownish characters, for the purpose, perhaps,
of contrasting them with his noble characters who abstain,
or at least show a preference to abstinence. Mr. Burgess
concludes the fifth book of his study with the words,
6
"Thus Shakespeare witnesses against strong drink on the
grounds of experience, physiology , and morals, and recog-
nized with high approval the practice of abstinence long
before any organized society for that purpose was in
existence."
1 Acts 27:34 4.Tempest, Act ' i ^ scene*2 !
'
2 Tempest, Act I, scene 2. 5 Isa. 29:1
3 Tempest, Act I, scene 2. 6 William Burgess:" The Bib.
Shakespeare" ,psge 278.
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Personally, I cannot believe this to have been any
moral element in the works of Shakespeare, but I do be-
lieve it is another case where he knew that to represent
the char?cters truly, he must give them those Qualities
which went with the characters he had in the making, and it
was evidently the case then as now, the noble could not
indulge; and the lower classes, he portrayed as the brawlers
of the day. These were they who participated in the pro-
ceedings not practiced by royalty or other such persons as
he made most prominent in his dramas, although the author
perhaps, indulged in such customs himself.
With this hasty review of the works of one dramatist
of the Elizabethan period, we see not what we believe to
have been a conscious preachment, but so great an influ-
ence, that were it removed, the remains of Shakespeare's
works would be but fragmentary, and not typical of the age
in which he lived, nor as dramatic in form, as is the
Shakespearean play, which like its author was
1
" not for an age, but for all time.**
So much may be aaid of the biblical references and the
religious influence in the plays of Shakespeare, yet no
one rould call his plays religious, nor would we look for
religious drama for a considerable period following. T/rama
faded after the glamour of the Elizabethan Age into an un-
noticeable state, due to the change of government from the
Tudors to the Stuarts. In the period that followed the
1 Hubbell and '^eaty Introduction to Drama**
,
quotation from
Pen Jonson, page 132.
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Gol"^®^ Age of literature we meet
THE PURITAN INI'T.UENCE 0^^ DRAMA.
When James I came to the tbrone of England, and the
Puritans becsme more and more influential and more hostile
toward theaters, little, if any progress was made toward
a new drama, and after 1^42, when the theaters were closed,
even the drama already v/ritten sank into decadence, and
was not used, save th??t which was perfrrmed by strolling
companies or private performers in private places.
ViTiile this was tsking place in England, Charles II was
spending his exile in France, and was at least p^^rt" of the
ti ie a guest at the court of Louis XIV where the French
drama was encouraged and employed as royal entertainment.
So while the future English king was getting the benefit
of the French drama to take back with him,he was not get-
tin a great deal t- at would be of value as a contribu-
tion to religious drama, for about one hundred years be-
fore this time, practici^.lly the same thing had happened
in France that h'=!d recently happened in England: the
religious drama, having become corrupt and vulgar was
banned, and as was the case in England, the Church and its
interests were so closely associated with the people's
lives that the religious themes were the chief topics
of interest, and wben religious drama was banned, all
French drama sank rapidly into a decline. However with-
in a hundred years great changes can take place; so in
FRENCH DRPIAA a change had taken place.
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The new period of PVench drrme which dawned after
^
the banning of religious pl?ys was more or less an ex-
periment. The Pleiade was formed to promote the inter-
est of the ancient drama qnd to condemn the moralities
and farces, but failed in both attempts, and was unnble
to vitalize the new dr?- ma. However, at the time of the
visit of Charles II the three great lights of the
French dramatic horizon were acine ,Moli ere , and Cor-
neille.Of these the outstanding one was ^-^oliere. Very
little religious interest was included in the drama of
P'rance, but the moral note was struck in Moli^ere^s
works, as he v^as a reformer, atoeF, like Galsworthy and
Ibsen, and Brieux, to a certain extent
,
yet he never
went to the unlimited bounds of exposing the wrong; he
rather ridiculed it in a way so as to rnnke the wrong-
doer ashamed, not by a command forbi'Ming the wrong,
but by showing him in a rediculous light. '^Tartuffe" is
an example of this treatment of the hypocritical church-
man. "Tartuffe'* is shown as a most despisable man who
wraps all his actions up in a cloak of humility, and
hides behind an open Bible as a pious man, when all the
0) time his evil influence is wrecking a home and rob-
bing everyone he meets of happiness. The preface to
this particular drama shows the t^e of plays the
French writers confessed tbeir works to be;
1 ^tobell and ^eaty Introduction to Drama**, Ma^^s 272
anf'273.
r
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" I admit that there are better plr:ces to fre-
quent than the thewter, and if one wishes to criti-
cize those things which do not directly concern '^od
and our salv^-tion, comedy certainly is to he included
among them. ...but suppose, as is the case, that there
are intervals between works of piety, and that men need
diversion, I maintain that none more innocent than
comedy can be found.
RESTORATION DRA^ilA
After such treatment as the theater had
received at the hands of the Puritans it would not be
expected that the period of dramatic production follow-
ing the opening of the theaters would fee very religious.
Instead, the opposite swing of the pendulum is most
likely to take place, and the Restoration dramatists were
no exception to the rule. The relation of Church and
Stage is most like a game of "Tag''. The last one to get
the "tag** predominates over the other just to pay h^ck
the last rule of the former party.
When Charles II ascended the throne of England and
opened the theaters in 1^60, the attempts of writers of
drama were to follow 'Aoliere, but thejSnglish grasped
nothing of the nobler element of Moli^re's work. His
power in subtle mors li zing, his pleasing comedy, his
pov;erful characterization that made his plays outstand-
ing were not easily imitated, Conseauently, the English
Hubbell and Beaty Introduction to Drama'', page 277.
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Restoration Period is a barren spot in the dramatic
world. Y.or was the eighteenth century much better, save in
the sentimentality which r^n riot through the pages of
drama, with an occasional note of sympathy that ventured
near the spiritual emotion, as in the works of Sheridsn
Knowles and Henry Hart Milman, whose works are practical-
ly unheard of now, Ihe only outstanding dramatists were
Sheridan and Goldsmith, and their works live because of
the comedy and characterization in tthem.The real drama-
tic interest, although at a low ebb, was kept alive in
England by the opera, melodrama, acrobats, ballets, and
specta cle.
With the germ of drama kept alive by the foregoing
methods which seem to us as we look back on them as in-
adftqHate for such a purpose, we are made to wonder how
such an outburst of growth could come so ouickly and so
bountifully as that of our own literary grov;th in our
C ONTEIvIPOR/- KY mMkk ,
With the dawn of the twentieth century
there came a new birth of dramatic art, not only in
England, but in Scotland, Ireland, Europe, and America
as well. As if by magic a multitude of playrs/rights began
turning out plays that in many cases have attracted the
world by their ^lerit.
With this new dramatic era the influence of reli-
gion is seen in three ways:
C:
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1. Tbe T.'riting of religious plays as such.
2 . ITie great amount of religious influence in
secular drama.
5. The revivpl of old religious dr-^mas.
THE WRITING OF -ELIGIOUS PLAYS
Among the demands that
come for religious drama today, of course, are church
groups that demand new plays on subjects that pertain
to every day life. Others prefer the biblical themes
only as illustrative or instructive material, n4t
treated didactically, but with a beauty which can not
be found elsewhere as readily appliable as to the vast
store of material found in the ^ible for dramatic
treatment.
No author of the present day has done more to -nake
religious drama a combination 0I" the old liturgical drama
and the present day play than has John Masefield. In his
"Coming of Christ** we have the mysterious setting of the
Somewhere from which He came. Christ is the Anima Christi
around whom are gathered The Power, The Sword, The Mer-
cy, The Light, the customary three kings : Baltasrr,
^aspar, and Melcharjthe three shepherds, named here:
Earthy, Rocky, and Sandy; angels, spearmen, attendants,
the Host of Heaven, trumpeters , end ^"-ar^, the mother of
Jesus. There is a chorus, a remnant of the old Greek
drama. The stage is arranged in three elevations, and full
c1
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directions accompany the text for placement of groups on
the elevations. The conflicjr of the play is not such as
we find in the early church plays, but it is ^^ith Christ
and those who would tempt Him not to be born into the
world. As He decides to come into the world to save man
by 7 ay of birth, the Heavenly characters try to persuade
Him to reconsider, because of the trials He will meet
while in the flesh of man. The one phase of humanity,
such as we meet in every day life, is seen in the shep-
herds in their dissatisfaction with their condition and
place in life, and this one particular human touch is the
only one which has afforded a criticism on the part of
our too serious minded churchman of today.
Another play of Masefield is "The Trial of Jesus'*.
This is a Passion '^eek play written for performances on
a small stage with two levels, a balcony above and at
the hack. The lower st^ge, used mostly by the chorus, is
of little sighificence, but the thing that is impressive
in the st?ge arrangement which the author has placed a-
^ongside the text, is the likeness it bears to an average
chancel stage and choir loft , so it can not be mistaken
that these plays have a definite place right at the al-
tar of the modern church, as the old liturgical drama had
its place at the altar as part of the ritual. The begin-
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ning of the last mentioned play is a prayer of sixteen
lines with an appeal to Divine Energy, Divine Beauty,
and divine helpers. One allegorical character ,?/i sdom,
is used as a counsellor of Christ st the beginning of
the action, after which the play proceeds with the story
of the trial of Jesus, "beginning with His arousing Peter
from sleep, and continueing through His crucifixion, and
the reports that followed it.
A third play of a biblical type by ^'Wsefield is
''A King's daughter". This i? distinctly Senecan in style,
in every detail . •'^ue en ^ezebel presents herself with a
long speech of two pages before the action begins. The
choruses are 'loon Blossom ' nd Rose Flower, delicate
symbols, but the plot is blood tragedy.
The introduction of such work as this into the Church
of today brings us to agree with Anita B. Ferris when she
1
says, "When the Church realizes the possibility of the use
of this great natural instinct in making the ^^ible and its
people live once more for children, young people, and
adults jwhen the church realizes how the lessons which
are so hard to teach because of the wandering attention
may be made so vivid and so real that the attention is in-
volimtary; then will come a new epoch."
The effect that drama may have in the Church is al-
ready recognized as twofold: It will teach, and it will
entertain, but I wonder if there is not a third effect
1 Anita B. Ferris :" Following the Dramatic Instinct"
,
page 21
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which would be felt- is felt, if we were not too
modern to confess it? '-^Viet effect is the real spil?ltual
m
blessing we get from a religious drema which is as
healthful for the soul as the secular drama is in its
power to revive a too tired mind that needs relaxation. It
is reported that in the old days of drama the actor
1
**Genesius v/as baptized on the stage in mimicry of the
Christian sacrament, and was so impressed by the solemn
ceremony that henceforth he held himself christened in
very truth, sealed his profession with his blood in the
Diocletian 's persecution, and was enrolled by the Church
upon her list of saints.**
Not only do writers who are interested in the Church
refer to the Bible for material; we have already seen
the contribution Paulas wreck on the Island of Malta
gave Shakespeare for the plot of "The Tempest"; we shall
see other examples. The Bible is not a text book of drama,
in fact it does not contain one drama, but nevertheless
it is full of dramatic material, both in character and
incident. Mary Magdalene, of whom Christ said, "Wheresoever
this gospel shall be preached in the whole world
there shall this be told in memorial of her" is a
^^(KV character that has attracted the attention of the world,
and the dramatists have been no exception. She figured in
the early Church drams; in the Digby cycle, composed in
thejlatter part of the fifteenth century, one entire play
IKatherine Lee Bates English l^eligious Drama"
,
pages 3&4
2 Matt. 26:13.
r
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of two long, cietailed parts centered sbout her,
featuring in Part One her early life, f^ll, snd conver-
sion; in Part Tv;o a mythicsl treatment was given,
showing her going to the Country of Marcylle, where she
was the means of converting the ^ing and ^ueen of Marcylle
to Christianity; her restoring of the ^ueen and her child
to life, and receiving their faith in her as a saint.
The play ends w^ith a more imaginative treatment showing
the saint-loke heroine in the v^ilderness fed by angels,
the her death, ?nd ascension. This, to he sure, is a very
far fetched story to connect with a hit of biblical
material we have as a starting point, but the limits of
the dramatist sre not known, and the material is largely
connected with other biblical characters, saints, or pop-
ular legends that pertain to the saints.
i^aurice Maeterlinck has portrayed "^^rtj Magdalene in
a more h4nan characterization, as a beautiful, fallen
woman, rich with ill-gotten goods, i^ho being hated, was at
the point of being stoned by those no better than she,
when Christ rescued her by convincing her accusers of
their ovm sin. His influence so changed her life that she
became a heroine in denouncing her lustful lover for the
sake of Christ.
THE PARA.BLE PLAY
Next to the writing of actual biblical
plays, the v^riting of such plays as tell a biblical truth
(
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but have as their setting any place where men tiay he found,
is perhaps the next most important type of play that may
be classed as akin to religious drama. I sh^ll call this
type of play the "Parable Play" because the term comes
nearer explaining the type than any other I can find.
The plot of such a play may be centered around an
incident or a nuestion that is disturbing the peace of
mind of one man or a whole nation of men. Such ? plsy is
u
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back", by Jerome K. Jerome.
It consists of three definite divisions: the first , a
prologue T?/here the characters are types, only, not human
in the better sense of theword, There is a satyr, a coward,
a bully, a snob, a shrew, and others of like chat?acter»
and then there is the passer-by. He it is who engages the
third floor back, and as he mingles with the group, it
seems th^^t all have met him before somewhere. As the mem-
bers , one by one, come to know him better, they seem to
see themselves in a different light than ever before, i^^s
a slave girl learns from him, she realizes a new freedom
is hers, a freedom of spirit rrhich dispels the bondage she
has endured before.
As the spirit of the passer-by works upon those with
whom he comes in contact we see them change
, so that in
the second part, the play proper, they are no longer "types"
but they are designated by the place they hold in the world.
Their profession or ,1ob is the thing that characterizes
them. Among them is an artist who is poses sed with great
fL .
talent, but is about to cast aside his work of merit,
to produce materia 1 for the market in order that he
may be marrier'.Tt is into this life that the Passer-by
comes vjith a power that is illustr-"^ tive of what it was
to '^•ll he met. Christopher, the artist says the stranger
reminds himof his old teacher who was pn early painting
master. He says; I was trying to forget him. He expected
great things of me.
Stranger: 7:as he wrong?
Christopher: Ah, if I could only be ah ?rtist ?.'ith-
out being s man» You see, sir, we young
men want to live as well as work- to
live, to love»
Stranger: And Love and ^rt may not be comrades?
Christipher: Art doesn't pay, sir, and one^s love
demands to be kept, at least in comfort.
Stranger:** Demands'* ? Love gives, not asks.
Christopher : Ah, thst Love »
Stranger: Is there another?
Christopher: Can I ask her to share my poverty?
Stranger: ^ovld you ask her to share shsme-the reward
of the traitor, .to your art; to the gift
thst h^s ^een entrusted to you?
Christopher: You take p high view of art... Thank you,
sir, it is b great gift. I 9m not worthy of
it.
Jerome K. Jerome:" The Passing of the Third Floor Back*
page 69.
Tr
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stranger: Worthy? who kno^vs" to suffer for it. It
is a great privilege to ';t; deemed worthy to
suffer. Art also hPS its cross.
Christopher: I v/ish T were as young as you seem to be. I
hsd such thoughts once.
Stranger: It is the thoughts of youth t^p-t shall one day
make the world young I may come up some
time to see your pictures?
Christopher: Tomorrow, sir. . . . Tonight--^ am making a
fire.
As the life of the man tbat ^11 have seen or kno"wn
before sometime, somewhere, is relived in the midst of
the group, it is revealed to them that they have met him
somewhere in spirit, and th^t spirit now recalls their
for'Tier selves to them; so in th.e epilogue they are not
designated by type or vocation, but as people. Th.ey are
people who have individuality and each posesses a spirit
of humanity, ?nd is not ashamed to show it. The maid is
not forced to wear her garb that will stamp her as a
servant; her mistress has learned to love. The artist is
not driven to sacrifice his true art for the sake of a
livlihood, because the one he loves has learned that art
is greater than money, and poverty is better th^-n
luxury when the latter has to be obtained by the selling
of a God-given talent.
Another play of the same type, but with a different
r
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situation as the problem, is ^The Servant in the House",
by Chsrles Rann Kennedy. As a text ftr this play the
author uses the v'ords of '-'eorge Frederick T^attst^'The
hunger for brotherhood is at the bottom of the unrest
oC the modern civilized world.** "^be nlsy portrays a
case where brotherhood was forgotten; where respect of
persons had led to tbe enstranp-ement of a brother who
had been the means of the rise of the other. 'I'he bro-
ther who has disowned his "down-and-out*' brother is a
vicar, who is rapidly losing hold on hi§ flock, although
he can not understand the reas6n why, A final remedy is
sought by inviting a third brother, who is the noted
Bishop of 3enares of India, to come and remove the trou-
ble. He promises to do so. Soon a servant, a native of
India, is employed in the home, the first meeting of
1
master and servant, the master says, **My old friend in
Rrindisi who recommended you wrote that you
bore p very excellent character v^rith your late
employer in India, but there was one thing he
didn't mention- no doubt you will recognize
its importance in a clergyman *s family. He
never mentioned your religion.
Manson:I can soon remed7/ that, sir, my religion is very
simple. I love God and all my brothers.
Vicar: God and your brothers.,..
Mans on: Yes, sir, all of them.
1 Charles Rann ^ennedy :'*The Servant in the Ho se*», page i.
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Vicar: That is not always so easy, Manson; but it is my
creed, too.
To the vicar»s amazement the servc^nt proves to be his
o'vrn brother, the Bishop of ^enares. The other brother,
Robert, not so fortunate in circumstances in life, has
not feeen invited to the home of the vic^r as he ex-
pected, but comes, iminvited. He is a plumber , end for
the sake of his daughter who h^s been reared by the
vicar, he reveals himself to her as only a plumber
who hed come to look after the pipes.
It has been v;hispered thst b loathsome oder in
the church auditorium is perhaps the cause of the con-
gregstion becoming smeller as time goes by. Robert gets
the idea. YJhen he and the vicar meet the vicer says,
1
" Robert T«
Robert :Yus, it^s me, my »o ly brother
»
Vicsr: Didn^t you. . . . didn* t you get my wire?
Robert: Yus, I gorit; Drains wrong, eh'' Thoug t I^d
like to »av s look at 'em- my job, you know,
drains » So you'll excuse the togs: remind you
of old d?;ys, eh, what?
The symbolism th?t follows, that of clogged drains,
leaking sewers, s filthy underground tunnel filled ?-ith
rats and dead humsn bodies beneath the church is most un-
usual, but the C8st-off brother is a means of correcting
1 Cherles gann Kennedy:" The Servant in the House"
,
page 4-'''
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the physical conditions that are breaking up the
Church, VThile the Bishop of ^enares is the spiritual
leader v^ho brings the tx^o brothers to see one another
as brothers should. At the end of the struggle with
himself, the vicar, at the risk 6f his life, and in
spite of +he warning against the danger, goes into the
depths of death that lurks in the sewers, to help
cleanse the material filth from beneath in order that
the spiritual cleansing ma-- proceed above; and he is not
afraid, because he is accompanied by his brother.
These tv;o plays are of course not intended for
worship, but the authors had a definite purpose of
religious instruction, in composing plays that would
illustrate s religious truth and make its apreal
where"wer such a lessom mny be needed.
Another play thst has been most generally accepted
in churches and religious circles is Channing Pollock's
'"The Fool**. Wiile it is not exactly a par?ble in form,
it is so closely akin to the pwo plays .lust discussed, I
wish to mention it here. Of this play ^asil Fing says,
1
in sn introductory note, ''It? theme is the biggest that
can occupy the mind, the emergence of the human being
out of the material into or toward, the spiritual. .. It
is the business which consciously or sub-consciously, we
are all about. Our methods may be diverse, our aims may
often become deflected, but our objective is the same:
1 -asil King :Introduction to '*The Fool", page §•
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to struggle to something hig'-er is in the Impulse of
every human being ever bom.**
The story contained in the play is that of a
young minister, Daniel Gilchrist, whose broad, sym-
pathetic views of hump-nity have caused him to lose his
parish because of tbe leek of understanding on the
part of his parishioners who are not yet able to
visu'nlize life as he sees it. This play, unlike the other
two mentioned, has as s leading theme in the first act
the romamce between the pastor and the girl he hopes to
marry. With other losses, he loses her, too. The scene
that proves to be the most vital and sustaining to the
minister as a man of spirit, takes place just sifter the
girl has left him, and a poor man comes in. As though in
a haif dazed state, in search 6T the solution of his
problem, the minister says, as much to hlpmself as to the
poor man,
1
"But in this day- in this practical world-can
any man follow the Master?
Poor Man: l/lTiy not? Is this day different from any other?
Was the world never practical before? Is
this the first time of conflict between flesh
and spirit?If it could be done then, why not
now? t^nd, if it ivas ever worth doing, why not
now?
Daniel: Rut how?
Poor Man: We have been told how.
1 Channing Pollock: ^'The Fool", Act I, pages 58 &59.
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Daniel: Take no thought for the morrow. sell
whatsoever thou hast and give to the poor. .
.
Love thy neighbor j?s thyself .... Bless them that
curse you. But if a man did these things to-
day people would think him mad'
Poor Man: What does it matter?
Daniel: He would lose everything.
Poor Man: And gain everything,
^aniel: ""hat good can one man do?
Poor Kan: THiy don^t you try?
Daniel: He tried ?nd they crucified Him.
Poor Man: Did they? And if they did, what does that
matter? Is a men dead v/hose ideals live? Ye
crucified me, but I am with ye always, even
to the end of the world.
Daniel: In God^s name who are you?
Poor Man: I am a Jew'
As the Poor l!an vanishes Daniel realizes he has been
speaking v^rith the spirit of Christ, and in the follow-
ing acts he is seen putting into practice the precepts
leanned from Him.
A.mong the many things he does, one of the most
beautiful is the caring for a littled orphan, Mary
Margsret. To her he hss told the story of Cinderella so
often she says she almost believes she is Cinderella
herself. Daniel explains the power of belief in God
TT
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with the Cinderella story, by telliiing Mary Margaret
that if she believes herself to be Cinderella, she is,
and then he tells the story of a v/oman who was ill for
twelve years and was healed because she believed. I.lary
Margaret says,
1
"Could God do that for me?*
Daniel: If He doesn't, you must go on. If f^^ith doesn't
heal our hurts, it helps us to bear tbem, and
thst^s about the same, isn't it?.... We can't
decide what we want and then be angry and
doubtful because it doenn't happen our way.
Because all the time it is happening His way.
The only thing we can be sure of is that He knows
what s best.
Mary Margaret: You mean if ^od wants me to be well
some day He'll m^ke me well?
Daniel: If you believe h^^rd enough.
Mary Margaret: And if He don't?
Daniel: Then that's right.... if you believe hard enough.
The spirit of the play may seem didactic, yet its
simplicity of the religious teaching is so manifested in
the lihes just cuoted that a child can understand them
as he understand? the stories from a f^iry tale book, in-
stead of being told the Izjague workings of the S'jpirit
that are a puzzle still unsolved by adults. The plea that
is coming from religious educational workers is for plays
that make religion easily understood. ^^.Tiile such a play
as "The Fool " would ^b§. far too complicated for children
1 Channing Pollockr^The Pool", Act III, prge 152.
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the lessons so subtly drawn in it are for grown-ups, who
after all, are still children when it comes to the matter
of desiring something that v/ill make religion understand-
able,, and attainable in a practical v;ay for a practical
life in a practicable world, instead of some far fetched
theory of something thst is beyonfl the power of humanity
tp reach. The ideas we form of God when we are children
usually cling to us for a long time, and too often those
ideas are of some austere person sitting somewhere far off
in ethereal spac$ watching for all the wrongs we do, and
marking them down in a great book that will be opened
when we die. and we sh?ll be taken into Heaven or Hell
according to the records of the book. A child taught
by the dram^^tic method will have no such unheppy asso-
ci^itions with the name God, and the Bible will be im-
folded in a v.'^ay that will be attractive because of the
beauty it contains end the love it expresses of ^od.
This, then^is what religious directors want, and
tbis it is that h^s prompted so m^-ny writers of religious
dramas in one-act form in addition to tbe longer dramas
such as we have reviewed, within the last ten years. In
each case we have either religious teachings or a por-
tra7/al of conditions as they exist in the Church of today.
PLAYS SHOV.TMG THE KEEP OF RA.CI^-L UNDERSTi^ NDI NG
A third group of plr^ys, most certainly religious in
nature, is a group thet has as its plea an understanding
fI
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of races and a blending of them, into a rorld brother-
hood. An example of s pl^y showin the early conflict
between the religion of the Romsns and the Jews is ''Vrith-
out the Trails**, by Katherine Trask. The story in brief
is as follows rJahdiel , ^ priest, has promised Tiberius,
a Roman that he might wed his daug'- ter, Alceda, since he
thinks that no Jew will want her beaause of the curse
upon her due to her mother's being stoned outside the
7;alls of the city as punishment for her infidelity to
her husband. Later, however, J esephus , a very wicked high
priest ^ sks for Alceda 's hand. Her father informs her, and
at her refusal to accept him she is imprisoned in a tower
of her father^ s house. At the earthcuake which followed
Christ^s crucifixion the prison walls were broken and
the captive liberated. Later she was found by Tiberius
who recced her regardless of the curse. This plot se-ms
trivial, and I admit it is such, on the whole, but I re-
fer to it simply to show th?=t plays t - at are not admitted
at first sigV't as religious have a genuine religious note
hidden under th.e glamour of romance. To the average
tl eater goer this play would have no definite appeal as
a religious drama; he would see the romance of a man
and a woman, and would follow the t^-read of their des-
tiny as the play progressed with little or no thought
of the purpose the playwright had in mind in its com-
position. The nan was a Roman, not because it was as
o
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easy to make him such as not, and the woman was a Jew,
not because of any significence except for the " act
that the author , in the case of this type of drama,
wants to show the need of humanity in a way that will
entertain as well as instruct. The problem here was
solved in one particular case by a marriage of two
people who belonged to two races who hated e^ch other.
This is not to preach intermarriage between races v/hose
temperaments do not blend; it is merely a plea for an
understanding between races, and in drama the most
convenient way to hold an audience is to create a ro-
mance, for all theater goers love to follow a romance.
The same not e is struck in"Abie^s Irish Rose",
playrithat most people would be surprised to hear
associated with religious drama, and rightly so, on the
whole; but IS the person who is ready to deny the state
ment tJfa^t this play h^ s a str&ng bit of religious in-
fluence in it, ke needs only to recsll that in the
midst of hilarity of the play there comes a pause when
the audience is silenced to a ouiet t' at is not unlike
a moment of reverent worship. The fun is a thing for-
gotten temporarily as the Catholic priest and the ew
ish rabbi recall the days when each ministered to the
other's men as they Isy dying on the bsttlefields. :^'o
time for petty creeds and doctrines was spent in the
face of death where the supreme test of man^s belief is
oI
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shown. No ouitibles of race, religion, or philosophic
views of life are uppermost then; the thing that means
most is the thing that makes all aen kin, 9n} when the
Jew helped the ^stholic, and t>ie Catholic helped the Jew
each psrty -tqs at t^ e threshold of that understanding.
Th.e difference between these two pla^/s, it \vill he
noted ,is t?:st Katharine Trask enlarged upon the sub-
ject to such an extent that she devoted an entire pla^/
to its development, while Anne Nichols merely threw it
in, incidentally, so to speak, so gracefully and appro-
priately it fits into the niche of her dramatic com-
position. It is h-'^rd to decide which method is most
powerful. The former may be distinctly labelled as re-
ligious drsms ; the latter is never thought of as such,
except by those who are looking for it; yet the audience,
vj^hether it goes to the theater to be instructed or en-
tertained, comes away with the same lesson.
Very close akin to these two plsys is Israel '^ang-
well^s "Melting Pot". The problem of immigration has a
still greater problem than itself: that of blending the
races into a harmonious nationality, /^gain in the drama-
tist's mind the plot took form of a romance, yet again
the idea is far from being a preachment that intermarriage
should be encouraged as a solution of the racial prob-
lem. The marriage is merely symbolic of the-, unity of
spirit that must be had before the races will become as
one in the new nation to v/hich they come for adoption.
The understanding one of the other will solve the prob-
o
lem and break down the rigid sociBl standards 7;hich
are the means of retarding the gospel of world bro-
therhood.
In my opinion these plays are as powerful in re-
ligious influence as the biblical plays bAth of the
sixteenth century pnd those of today, because they
touch ct the heart of a problem thet is felt so keenly
that tVey awaken the souls of men to see the need of
a religion that is big enough to include all those
who were included in the statement of the "^allilean
1
who said, "Go into all the world and preach the gospel.^
THE PHILOSOPHICAL PLAY might be approached from any an-
gle, but since this is a study of religious influence
on drama, let us consider this type of play from one
angle onlj: that which pertains to life after death.
V.Tiile this discourse is supposed to illustrate the
works of contemporary authors, I am going to ask to be
allowed to refer to Shakespeare s "Hamlet again as a
starting point, because it shov^.'-s so vividly wh^st I wish
to establish at first as a basis for other examples. This
is the ever-present belief of a life after death, and
the mystery of it which" ihas not been, and perhaps never
can be explained until each experiences the change from
life to death for himself.
Dramatists would do much with th'- problem if ^ney
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kneiT enough about it. but -^s t'-^ej do not, all that can
be done is to emphasize its unsolved mystery, or treat
it in a mere fantastical way.
As Teas characteristic of ^^amlet, he drew no con-
clusions on the subject. ^^eTirould have ended his life on
earth, but the fear of t: e hereafter v/as too much to face,
^^s he contemplated suicide all seemed to be a sensi-
ble thing until t"'"_e thought of what was to follow came
1
into his mind, and then he exclaimed,
1
" Ay, there ^s the rub^
For who. would bear the whips and scorns of time.
The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely.
The pangs of despis d love, the law^s delay.
The insolence of office and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworth?/- takes
But that the dread of something after death-
The undiscovered country from vrhose bourn
No traveller returns—-puzzles the will
And makes us rather bear these ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,
And enterprises of great pith and moment
Vlith t-"is regard their currents tarn away
And lose the name of action.
Thus we see Shakespeare, though the greatest of
'I'-Hamlet, Aotllir, Scene
j'''""'
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dramatists of his dsy, snd perhaps of s.ll other days,
refrained from drawing conclusions as to nhs.t t>^e
next life is like, but he did do the thing we are most
interested in here, and for which reas6n we return to
him for reference- he did establish the fact tl^at men
believe in a life to come. It is a belief ©f all peo-
ples, and has very few individuals who oppose it, but
as to T'hat it is, or where it is, Shakespeare stopped
with the fear of what would happen in case of self
slaughter. In one of his desperate moods Hamlet says,
1
'* 0 tbat this too too solid flesh would melt
Or t' 8t th© Everlasting had not fixed
His cannon 'gainst self slaughter.."
Even thebommuni cat ions ^'/ith the ghost of his
father gave little satisfaction as to whst t'^^e after
life is like, but he expresses a mere opinion that
all is not h?ppy with him- f^nother bit of Church in-
fluence whose belief in the st^te of the dead to^ other
A
that hpppy for uncertain periods before final tran-
ouility.
i.Todern dramatists, however, have been more daring
on t' e subject. They haire drawn their conceptions of
life after death in a wsy that may not instruct, nor
dictate, norpLeave the mind completely devoid of an idea.
They merely start the revolutions of thought which con-
tinue to move im the mind of the reader or auditor
until he wonders if if the old ideas he has hnd are al-
1 Hamlet, Act I, Scene II.
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together void of reason, or if the question is too
deep ever to he fathomed, or if the particular play
is a mere experiment of f'^ntasy on the part of the
author, and not intended to he taken seriously. I think
the last conclusion is nearest correct, hut the fact
that the religious influence is there remains, else the
author "would never have thought of treating the subject
at all. It is -^n instinctive religion, not one fostered
by codes of religious lew, for the ideas re sh^ll see
brought out ^re far from being akin to the theme as
it is treated in the Bible.
Eugene O'Neill »s" Lazarus I^aughed** is the only ex-
ample we shall use where a biblical connection is seen.
It deals with an earthly life after a physical death. It
was written for an imaginary theater, so the impression
it gives must be through reading only. The idea: of the
risen man is that there is no death for him, and he
laiighs at his resurrection, 3t his Joys, at his sor-
rows, in the face of his doubts, and criticisms of his
friends. He says, "Oh, if men would interpret the firs-^^^
of a man fresh from the womb as the laughter of one who
even then says in his heart, »It is my pride as God to
become man. Then let it be my pride as man to re-
create the God in me.
The conclTtsion is that at death he became one
with God, but when called to life again he must live
1 Euge e 0''^eill: "Laznrus Laughed", page
9^
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as man, yet show the God in him, as gladly as he had
lived T?.dth God..-s to ^'hat v:as in the life he experien-
ced while considered dead, we are left untold. His life
^ after resurrection was a mystery to all v^ho beheld him
as he grew younger instead of older, 9nd sav? the pas-
sing of t" ose he loved, in sorrow , yet still laughed
because there seemed to him to be no death in reality.
Ibsen, in ''TJhen We Dead Awaken" has taken a theme
that is fsntastical in the beginning, and has treated "
it in such s mysterious manner that the result of read-
ing the - jjlay is a puzzled mind that asks,** Does the
author mean to portrsy the life of a spirit released
from unpleasant bondages here on earth, or is it a
symbol of life after death?** The handling is done through
the story of two unhappy people, mismated and miser-
able, when each meets another whose presence changes
the world into a place of happiness emen in the face
of disaster. Vo religious theme seems evident. It is
a reverse to whet would be toi?erated in religious
circles, but as it is a work that likens the unhappy
state of existence here to a death, and the the happy
state to a freedom of spirit and life, it may be rea-
soned that not considering a moral, Ibsen thought of
death as an unhspp:/ state and life following as a
state of freedom.
Barriers approach to the subject is treated as a
myth, or a fairy tale, j5s in the case of "Mary Rose".
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1
" Carrie treats the m.f5tter of life after death
in such a vray as to divide playgoers into complete de-
votees or skeptics.**
In the esse of Msry Rose, her stpange disappear-
ance as a child, snd Ister ss a i^oman, on the mys-
terious Island that loved to be visited sems to in-
dicpte a life lived elsev/here in spirit, but of 7;hich
no memory lasted T^rhen she returned. This is one way of
illustrating the idea of our lives being lived and re-
lived in cycles v^ith no memory of one remaining in an-
other, .but whether Barrie had any such thought in
mind or not is another question. It is not probable
he did, for in the life portrayed here the lapse of
time was not such thst rould cover cycles of many
lives, for ?11 the experiences of "'ary Rose took nlace
in the common span of one lifetime. All is groundless
as religious theory, but food for the imaginative mind.
Perhaps the most modernistic view of life after
death as it is treated by dramatists, again not based
on biblical teaching, but having some qualities that
show the tendencies of men to believe in conscience, is
that of Sutton Vane; In his ''Outward Bound" he represents
the passing from this life to t\ e next as a voyage on
a ship where no passenger realizes he is dead. To the
individual it is a continuous life, and the change
tr'om to the other is a mere incident. The next life
1 Encyclopedia ^rittanica, Vol. XXX, page 858.
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is to be spent by all, we learn, in the same place,
for Heaven and ^ell are the same place; the thing that
makes it Heaven for one and Hell for another is the
state of mind. To a faithful ?/ife it is ^eaven, for she
is again with her husband she loved, v;ith no memory of
his former infidelity to her. But to him it is Hell,
because he must endure her affection with the pain-
ful memory of his past wrongs to her. To the deserted
mother it is Heaven to have her son she loves so much
again with her, v/ith no memory of his prodigality, but
for him to bear her loving care, it is Hell, because he
remembers the days of his earthly life, and they are
a torture to him. The author certainly has no S7/mpathy
with the religion of todRy,at least rith the Church,
because the portrayal he gives the minister whose first
impulse on learning he is dead is to swear and give
vent to the smouldering impulses that are in his bosom
waiting, waiting for an opportunity to burst into flamf,
is no credit to any character. ut on the second reve-
lation-that we are to go on living, the minister begins
to cry for his old job; whether this is a revelation of
the hypocrisy of certain types, or 9 view of a man who
sees the absurdities b minister has to deal with that
drive him to the point of wishing he had never entered
the profession, remains a mystery unsolved even at the
end of the pl^y. The author does not show what his con-
ception of the next life will be, save in the case of
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the "half ways"- tbose who commit suicide. These are
never allo^.ed to land on the shore of the next life,
"but must continue f'^rough all Eternity passing from
one life to the other on board the ship, but lending
neither on earth or in Heaven or Hell.
The types of plays .lust considered were written in
part, at least, for the purpose of revealing a thought
of a "ife that is supposed to come after death even
though no attempt is made to explsin the manner of liv>flg
in that life. It must not be thought tb^;t the authors
had an idea of treating the subject seriously or with
an attempt at a philosophic study, and the reason we
have discussed them is not that they are considered as
contributions to religion; on the other hand, religion
contributed the thought of after life to the author as
well 8.9. to ^11 mankind, and the few who approached the
theme as dramatic material did so because of the influ-
ence religion had on them, although no recognition of
its belief or conviction may have been felt,
HELIGION IN QTNEILL^S r;0RFJ5
Eugene O^neill has explored
more fields of drama than any other one playv/rigt in
America, and perhaps the world. In addition to his
"Lazarus ^aughed" he has made two remarkable adventures
into the field of religious drama f-at have surprised
the world with their simplicity of treatment of dialogue,
the complication of settings, the unioue handling of
c
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plot, and the wide sweep of imsgination that is knit
so closely to present d^y thought and condition.
In the case 6f ''Narco Millions", the oTiestion
that is puzzling the minds of so many Americans was
also troubling the mind of a heathen khsn who was ea-
ger for the truth as he asked himself and all who
came in contact with him V7hst the true religion was,
which it was. The author mry not admit didacticism,
but this plp-y is undeniably a preachment to the -Ameri-
can church-goer vho worships the dollar as he sits in
his rented pew and sends missionaries to convert
earnest worshipping heathen to so-called Christianity
which may be misinterpreted by the benig' ted minds of
heathenipm as money worship. The representative of
Christianity portrayed by O'Neill may not be typic^^l
of the average churchman, let us hope he is not, but
he is most truly a typical American business man,
who with no respect for God rr worship whether it be
in an American cathedral or in the midst of idol wor-
ship of heathenism. I believe O'^^eill had a purpose in
mind- to hold up our modern Church with its lack of
sincerity as a ridicule, as truly as Moli^re purposed
to expose hypocrisy in his day. in this instance it is
an interplay in that the author neither defends nor
condemns Christianity or "^ohammodanism, bulj-he shows ttee
conditions as they are, and the results that are likely
(
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to fol''ow are left to the im?ginstion of the audience,
and they are not hard to discover if the most minute
imagination is used.
As to the last pl^y by O'Neill, the results of
the conditions sho"^n in ^ Marco Millions** have come to
pass in America. It may be called a religious setire.
The age declares the God of former days to be dead. It
acknoT/ledges the need of a god of some kind, and as man
is the superior being, it is his job to find the new ^od
if it is to be found; if not to be found, make one.
Dynamo, the power of the world, is discovered by a
young man whose father is a minister of the old God, to
be the new god, so the dramatist n^^mes the play in
honor of the newly discovered deityJ
Stark Young gives a review of the play as fol-
1
lows: "A young m?n dep^^-rts from the old faith and turns
to science for his god,7/hose incarnation he worships
in Dynamo, -ut in that he finds no solution of his
p3*oblem; the old god is dead, but science provides no
satisfactory new god. Reuben Light, brought up in the
house of his father, a strict preacher and old-styl.e
christian. .. .who distrusts the ways of the flesh, is him-
self in love with the daughter of the atheist neighbor.
After a difficulty with her and her father, and later
with his own parents, he leaves home and sees the wot?ld
....*...•.«,•...•.. ••
1 Stark Young Dynamo** , New Republic, -^eb. 27 , 1929,
r
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of book, of vranderlng, of work ?nd women. He returns to
find his mother dead, her heart broken over him. He gets
a place in the atheist power house and begins to dis-
cover the presence of his god in the dynp.mo. In the last
scene we are shown his prayer and invocation to this
mechanical monster, and the -^-^ay in which he is torn be-
tween his dedication and service on one hand, and on the
other his earthly love for his swee art, who on her
part can not live without him. In the end he yields to
the temptation of the flesh, and then suffers a revul-
sion of spirit ;he will give his soul to the dynamo, ^e
shoots the girl and presently thrusts his hands into
t,he dynamo's current and dies.**
I think the most absurd and satirical 61ement ih the
play is the prayer offered by ^euben Lig" t to Dynamo:
''O, Dynamo, God of Electricity, which gives life to
all things, hear my prayer » Receive me into the great
Current of Your Eternal Life* ~^less me with Your se-
cret so I Ci^n save men from sin and sorro?/, and death
»
Grant me the miracle of ^^our love*"
The conclusions to be drawn by critics will necessa-
rily vary, but the religious contribution this type of
play gives to the world is the illustrationo 'of the
2
truth in the old Commandment 'hou sh-lt have no other
gods before me."
2 Exodus 20:3.
T
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RELIGION IN SECULAR DPJ^.MA
Although the drama we h'^ve been
considering is secular in the sense that it is not
church drsma, still for convenience , I am using this
term for the particular drama we are to review next, in
order to ke^p them clearly distinguished from those
written with any religious TixDtive behin<i the author.
The plays to he considered here are even ff^rther
from the appearance of religious plays than those pre-
viously mentioned, yet we shall see in them a consider-
able contribution to the religious life of today. They
are classed under many heads, such as the social play,
the reform play, the problem play, and still other typest,
but however they are grouped the feet remains that the
chief good in them is due to religious inspiration,
though the author did not recognize it as such, and the
message is as truly religious as the so-called church
plays, and are by far more direct and to the point of
correcting society.
Among the group of dramatists \^ho have contributed
much to this particular line of work are "'''enrik Ibsen,
Eugene ?rieux, ^hrnning Poilock (although he is more readi
ly accepted as a religious writer, and is more readily
recognized among churches t'-an any ot er I shall mention)
and again, Eugene 0»Neill.
As we have referred to C^eill in so many cases, we
shall consider his work here first of all. ^he majority
(I
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of people do not recall thst he vrrote "Lazarus Laughed";
msnj do not even know he r.Tote it. They have convenient-
ly forgotten he wrote " "^eyond the Horizon"; at the mention
of his name now, the next word is "Strange InterludelJ
and with that comes the association of baser things,
and the over modest or evil minded gasp audibly or si-
lently ,"Sex". Nevertheless it is true V at the aut^ior
who wrote "Lazarus Laughed" has enough religious knowl-
edge, if not experience, to see what is wrong with the
age in the vrey of religion. . It is ecu^lly true tbst a
man who has enough observation of life and its disap-
pointments to enable him to v/rite ""-eyond the Horizon"
has enough hum^^n sympathy to portray s character who
hss fallen a victim to circumstances. I do not believe
QTNeill sits down with the idea in his mind t' at a cer-
tain thing is needed f.t a certain time, and then pro-
ceeds to write it for a reformation of the world, but I
do believe he is so saturated with conditions as t'^-^ey
are t-^at he has delved into the thoughts of men to such
a depth that for once in history we have a dramatists
v^ho h^s dared to reveal the secret thoughts of man ¥/ith-
1
out reg9rd to virtues or vices. "As a man thinketh, so
is he", ?nd in "The Strpnge Interlude" t>iis maxim is
portrayed subtly but unmistakably to the audience th^t
v/ill listen. I s may be noted in ""^azarus ^sughed"^ a man
though raised from the dead,may be so hounded by his
fellowmwn as to be tempted to doubt the good, the true,
1 Proverbs 2^:7
r
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the beautiful, yet conouer by thought. In "Tb-e Great
God RroT?m** man is revealed ss ashamed of the good V st
is in him, a result of the social trend of the day thct
makes cowards of us all, and may make us victims of our
thoughts, for as we hide behind a mask of pretended pop-
ular opinion, we lose the good by failing to exercise
it, and the evil grows w^ith each use we make of it. These
plays rere mere finger posts pointing to the master-
piece thf=t has followed in "Strange Interlude".
In tv^is play there is a psychological stud.j of a life
overcome by conditions of the times ?nd the problems they
( We
place in the lives of all who^^in like conditions. This
is the twisting undercurrent vfhich tosses the play, like
a troubled sea, into a multitude of whirlpools which
divide the public into & thousand directions in their
opinions concerning the moral of the play.
P'irst of all, if a mors-1 of a play is to be judged
by the influence it has upon its readers or audience,
as to whether or not they delight in the evil portrayed
or rebel against it, certainly "The Strange Interlude"
is not -'^n immoral play, as it has been said by many
to be. The evil effects of war in the beginning place a
woman under abnormal conditions which get the better of
her reasoning power. With the going of her lover to war
all true affection of her lift went, and the brooding that
followed sapped her -nind of normality leaving her a prey
to physicality. To t'-is add the temptation of sex, let the
r
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man she chooses for s husband be a victim of s cursed
heredity ; all 0T7 the struggle between theresults of heredity
and domestic tranouility to enter; insert the scientific
spirit of the age in the guise of s physician for whom
Nina (the woman) hss an infatu^^tion thstt has caused her
interest in him to surpass that of madical attention,
and admit her lack of power to choose; suffer theresults
of her ill made choice, her attempts to believe she is
happy, but realizing all thejcirhile she is not; consider her
husband ^s ignor^^nce of her infidelity, the ^octor^s temp-
ting pursuits, thp resentment of the illegitimate son--
who, in the name of reason, could desire to see this pro-
ject succeed? v?hat
,
except horror of sin, reproach of
sinner, and pity for the sinned-against could pos^^ibly
come out ofi such a drama? It is one of the finest bits of
interplay of drsme and religious truth that has ever been
conceived by the mln& of Tian. Lawrence "'^anger says of it,
1
''^Strange Interlude' is t>e clearest and most minute
analysis of the enigma of human personality in all drama.
The title means 'Life », for Nina says, 'Strange interlude'
Yes, our lives are many strange, d^rk interludes in the
ethereal display of God, the ^''ather'. O'Neill has not
tried to solve the mystery of life, or to paint a v/hole
world, ^e has taken four people where life really begins
for them, and he shows how they lived for years and years
externally and in their secret selves; what they said;
1 Lawrence Langer: Theater Guild -^Sgazine, Jan. 1929.
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what they did; whst they hoped. Other dramas have done
much, but no drama except "Strange Interlude" has ever
told as clearly what people thought ss they spoke, and
hoped, and acted?
The power of thought is what makes the play a living
force from the drsmstic standpoint or that of the moralist.
It is not tVe thing the actor repeats as words to another
that tells t"'- e story as it really is, but the words used
to reveal the inmost thoug}"ts.
The plsy of Channing Pollock, which we shall con-
sider, there is a conscious bid for a morel lesson to
be revealed whereby the author may express his views on
war. This at first seems foreign to religion, but from
the time the pacifist represented by Professor Arndt is
introduced we see the whole argument is from a religious
viwppint. WBr5 he claims can be remedied or prevented by
forcing of those who declare tfeem to fight them. The Enemy
is not the army of armed men who are engaged in battle
against us any more then wev who in like manner are con-
sidered by them as t^ie Enemy. I'illism Dean Howell^s words
in reference to Gulliver' s Travels** are used b^ Mr.
Pollock as an introduction to his pl8y,*'The Enemy**:
**His purpose was to show how like ourselves were creatures
we should have called contemptible ; how like ourselves they
thought and felt, 9nd how they regarded usjand so to show
us to ourselves through their eyes.**
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As Professor ^rndt approaches the subject of religion
as a factor of life alongside patriotism he says,
1
'•Maybe the trouble with euT-religion is that it 8sks
too much of human nature. The Foran asks less and is
obeyed more.
Pauli : There's nothing difficult about Christ.
Professor: That's different,
pauli: Different?
Professor: 77ouldn't ever:/-thing be different if we preached
Christ instead of Christi^^^nity? he simple
things He said instead of all the tvri stings,
turning?, and little side alleys of creed and
theology? If we hadji't spent tbese centuries
building up great hocus-pocus instead of great
truth'?
Pauli: Father
»
Professor: "For God and King** "^ut between them and us...
from the d'-ys when we began building palaces
for our bishops and pyramids for our Kings.,
have come that multitude of interpreters who
live by the mummery they have made of Religion
and Patriotism' .... Blasphemy and treason per-
haps, but I sometimes think the two vast con-
spiracies through all history have been God and
King.
This play is remarkatzrle in one respect especially : It
has been readily accepted although it shows the faults of
1 Channing Pollock: "The Enemy", Act II, page 37,
TT
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such interests as pat?riotism and religion which lie so
close to the heart of a people, and to those who hold
such interest closest the play has made the strongest ap-
peal. It is not on the professional stage this play has
become so widely known to the people of /^merica,but , like
"The Pool" it hss reached to the heart of the nation at
large by its widespread production by schools, Little
Theaters, 9nd other producers of amateur plays; and this
is the real test of a drama of the people and for the
people.
A step still further in the direction of reform or
correction is made by Ibsen, who, unlike Pollock-,, attacks
with vigor, and with no pretense to fr.vor religion. In-
stead he seems to take delight in portraying the clergy
as the least capable of improving or prelzienting the de-
plorable conditions of life. One of the most widely dis-
cussed and criticised of his plays is "Ghosts". Here the
minister is a narrow minded man who let his fear of pub-
lic criticism rule over his convictions of truth- if he had
any. Yet, wheth er the dramatist? knew it or not, the theme
on which the pl«?y is built is none other than that against
which Christ warned the world more than nineteen huiidred
years ago, and evien then the theme was old, for the earliest
Hebrew Peligion emphasized the df^nger of licentious living
1
with the warning thet "the soul that sinneth shall die"
2
and even more plainly is it given in another: "the deeds
1 Ezek. 18:4. 2 Exod. 20: 5&6.
(
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of the fstbers shell be vistted upon the children to
the third and fourth generation.*' Thsen took thes^'old
principles and treated them in a way that may be aclled
a modernistic view of the social status, but the origin
is assuredly none other than religious. "The llild Duck**
tells the same sad story of innocent lives wrecked by
the sins of the father by disease of both body and soul.
In ''The Enemy of thePeople" the physician , an example
of self sacrifice, is numbered among those who are re-
viled, and persecuted, and have all manner of evil spo-
ken against t'-em falsely.
A ouestion confronting s dramatist who dares to
v/rite on such topics which as a rule are not discussed
save in class room or physician s office is,'How will the
public receive it? Ibsen learned how his plays were re-
ceived. Even to the present day "Ghosts" is not allowed
on the public stage in England. But the censoring of the
plays did not stop him, and in his own country, Norway,
while the public failed to see all the dr--'matist intend-
ed for them to see, his plays were tolerated, then approv-
ed, and finally produced x^ith much favor among the theates.
Other dr?matists of the same t^e have not been
so fortunate as to gain public approval, However, one
man drfends the placing of the problem play on the stage
even t>-oue;h he h^s suffered r-t the h^nds of the critics
in Matt. 5:il
( -
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and publl c in general. I refer to Eugene ^rleirx ^:ho
has gone further tb ^n any other author in writing plays
that are to be staged for the sake of saving humanity
from the ills that lurk hidden from the blinded eyes of
society. Tith his name the pl<^y "Damaged Goods'* is a
synon7/m, even though it is not one of his masterpieces. It
has gained a v;ide recognition simply through criticism
on the part of those who oppose its type, and the propa-
ganda spread in its behalf by those who are broad ..
minded enough to see the needs of humanity as greater
and of more importance toward happiness than mere a-
musement of the theater. In a comment on his purpose
of writing such plays as "Damaged Goods" M. BrieuJf
1
says, " I have wished that the amount of suffering in
the world might be diminished a little because I have
lived, I have the great sati sfa c:Jrion to have accomplished
it, and I know that two of my plays,"Les Remplacantes"
(The Substitutes) ond "Les Avaries" (Damaged Goods)
have helped to s-^ve the lives of some, !?nd to make the
lives of others less burdensome. I crrve no credit for it.
I have acted according to my instincts. I could not
have done other than I did, I was born with the soul of
the apostle- again let me say I have no vanity in this,
I did not m ke myself- but the siglit of suffering in
others has always been unbearable to me,"
1 Eugene Brieux:from s f'^'^^word to "Plays-Eugene
Brieux", edited by P.V.Thomas, page V.
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In this play which startled the \Torld vrith its
outspoken denunciation of unclean living and its eonse-
quences of venereal? diseases and suffering it passes
down through the generations, M.Brieux spares no detail
in exposing the conditions as they are. The play is
not great as a piece of dramatic art, so say the
critics, but it is a drama that is true, scientifically,
with every line checked b?/ medical authorities and de-
clared to be accurate in their content. In a preface to
^Three Plays by '^rieux"
,
George ' emard Shaw says,thnt
when M. Brieux» ** Damaged froods" was condemned by the now
extinct T-^rench Sensorship , the author made a visit to
Switzerlahd, and ivhile there a Swiss minister invited
the dramatist to read his play from his pulpit; this was
1
because^the minister knew v/hat the censor did not know:
that what Rrieux says in "Damaged Goods" needs saying. He
believed that I'-hen a thing needs saying, and when a man
in due time is inspired to say it, that such inspiration
gives him divine right to be heard. And this aprears to
be the simple truth of ^he matter in terms of the min-
ister's divinity. P'or most certainly Brieux had every
worldly inducement to refrain from writing this play,
and no motive for disregarding these inducements ex-
cept the motive that made Luther tear up the Pope's
Pull, and Moh-^met tell the idolatrous Arabs of Mecca
that ty^ej were worshipping stones" .
1 George ^ernerd Shaw :Pr face to"T*hree Plays by Brieux"
page Lii.
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The stinging criticisms brought against ^rieux
should be understood to have been based on the idea that
topics as personal as these he discusses should not be
discussed in the theater. They were classed as immoral,
and unfit to be heard in public. To answer this criti-
cism and at the same time show a defense of the author
point of view in serving htiimanity, I sh^^^ll again ^uote
George 'emard Shaw on the "unmentionable** that must be
mentioned on the stage;
1
" You may exhibit seduction on the stage, but you
must not even mention illegitimate conception and crimi-
nal abortion. We may, a-'^id do, parade prostitution to the
point of intoxicating every young person in the theater;
yet no young person may have a word as to the diseases
that follow prostitution and avenge the prostitute to
the third and fourth generation. ... Our shops are full of
young men. . . . .whose only recreation is the theater. In
the theater we pr'^ctice upon them the very art tv^at can
heighten the charm of the bait in the snares of the
street as they go home. P^ut when a dramatist is enlighten-
ed enough to understand the danger, sympathetic enough
to come to the rescue with a play to expose t^e snares
and warn the victim, we forbid the manager to perform
it on pain of ruin, and denoun-e t-e author as a cor-
rupter of morals. One hardly knows whether to laugh or
cry at such perverse stupidity.**
As to the difference between Prieux and other drama-
1 George -Bernard Shaw: in a preface to ** Three Pla^y-s by
Brieux", page Li.
r
tists v^ho have tried to v/rite plays with morals, Shaw
draws the distinction between him and Moliere as sn ex-
ample. He explains that Moliere portrayed character by
unmasking it, but he never indicted society. He says
the reason '.Moliere '"-nd Shakespeare are so v.^ell spoken
of ?nd recommended to t>-e young is that t'^ey always
bring tre ouarrel against God for not making men 'cetter.
He continues:
1
"rieux wastes neither ink nor indig-
nation on Providence. The idle despair that shakes its
fists at t'e skies, uttering such sublime blasphemies
as
**As flies to wanton boys pre we to t'- e gods;
They kill us for their sport**
does not smuse "rieux. His fist cuffs are not aimed
Heavenward. They fall on human noses for the good of
human souls, "''hen he sees human nature in conflict with
a political abuse, he does not blame nature , knowing that
bl^-me is the favorite trick of those who wish to perpet-
uate the abuse without being able to defend it. He does
not even blame the abuse; he exposes it, and t'^en leaves
human nature to tackle it ^'-ith its eyes open. And his
method of exposure is the dramatic method."
Can anyone f il to see the service rendered thus to
humanity through the theater as well as tbtrongh the pul-
pit if it is used v/it^ f is purpose in mind? Is the in-
terplay/- of religion and drama not the most outstanding
thing in the works of one who intends to bless the vic-
1 'George -^ennard Shewt^Three Playp by "^rieux**
,
pages
XVir &JM1II
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tims of evil -^^ho have been kept in ignorance because
of fear of exposure? For my part, I c©n not see how
people YTho recognize the presence of evil, yet fail to
protect the lives of those about them from it, c-n ob-
ject to another method of protection if the dramatist
takes upon himself the task that has been shirked all
the years of p<=st hiP'tory of suffering and ever in-
creasing sin. In no other plsys do ^ve find a more vivid
display of the exch^^nge of benefits one to the ot'^er
than we ha-ce here , as we see the contribution reli-
gious inspirstion gsve the author ^"ho in turn gave it
back to the cause of saving men from sin and death.
THE PPESETIT DAY CHUHCH AND ITS DRAMA .
In contrsst to the
attitude held by the Church from the days of the Purit^.ns
to recent years concerning drama in t^-e Church, the trend
today is toward more and more drama in the Qhurch. It is
found in dramatized sermons, dramatic methods of teaching
in the Suhda:/ Schools and T^eek %y Schools, the use of
plays in young people's organizations, both for enter-
tainment 9nd as a means of instruction, as well as a
means of raising money for the carrying out of their
programs, "'omen^s clubs are continually wanting pla7/s that
illustrate conditions in countries where f^ej sre sending
missionaries; missionaries ^re asking for plrys t--at are
appropriate for teaching the Bible rnd its truths to their
people; even men's clubs and organizations are not immune
c/
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from the influence of drama in the Church today.
There is no longer any doubt as to the appropriate
ness of using TDlr^ys in the church activities. To the
up-to-date p5st?or, superintendent, teacher ^^nd church
worker it is not a cuestion as to wh^t is host to d©,
but rather who can do it best. It is true V'^.et nothing i
more pitiful th'^n to see a play butchered by a director
of little or no experience or tr-^ining, so the churches
pre nov^ looking for -nen ^nd women who have specialized
in the field of dram^, for their leaders.
However delightful the outlook is for the Church,
there are h^^ndicpps for the dramatic director "^rho takes
charge of the v'ork for the first time. There are still
some people T^ho are conservative in their ideap about
using the church as ^ place for rehearsing; others are
still prone to consider the chancel a pl^ce too sacred
to be used as a pl^^ce for dramatic performances. These,
of course, forget or never knew that drama was born at
the altar; but these are problems that must be met and
solved. Among those who are making painstaking steps to
solve +he problem in a v:sy that can offend none of the
most conservative, and yet not sorely/ try the modern
pari shi one
r_j^
is Rev. Phillip? Endecott Osgood, main-
tains that "the prejudice against pl-^ys in the church
has a real right behind it so long as religious drama
remains histrionic. If by religious drama we mean pla^/s
1 Rev. Phillips Sndecott Osgood Old Time Church Dram^.
Adapted", page
"J.
d
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with religious subiect matter given in a theatrics! or
would-be theatric'-il m?nner in the chancel of the church,
then we hod best be warned that religious indigna-
tion will be 5;nd should be its lot. There is far too
much mushy theatricality amateur! shl:/ used for sensa-
tionalist purposes in the church today.** He goes on to
explain a remedj for this condition in the revival of
of the old Mysteries, Miracles, end Moralities, adapted to
present day needs. These, he maintains proved their worth
in the ages gone by, and if revised and adapted to the
present day church needs, would have the same good effects
now as then, '^'^e has little or no sympathy for the modern
church play written by pastor or laity. He calls it the
''authored play", written at odd moments during the month,
produced only once and then left to perish as it should.
Dr. Osgood goes into detail to show how the progress of
rehearsals in church should be conducted and yet not
offend any of the more conservf^tive members ;he says it
should be a procedure conducted on the same basis as
the worship service, v/ith prayer and a spirit of rever-
ence. '•Exactly the same atmosphere should prevail as with
clergy and choir before and during service.** ^^e further
claims that no names of participants should ap-pear on
the programs or even be announced, lest this give tbe
idea that tbe actors v;ere giving their services for self
display instead of trying to give tbe message of the drama.
These ideas are rather conservative still in ree-ard
1 Rev, Phillips Endecott Osgood:** Old Time Church Dr-sma
Adapted**, page 10.
r
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to church drama . and I think while they rould apply most
admirably to the strictly worship drama, which is to be
carried out as p^rrt of t"- e actual v/orship services at
the altar, if carried too far into the working out of
plays of a less sacred nature such as may be given in
the Parish House, the results might be more f^tal then
profitable. The young are not only sensitive about their
personal forms of worship, but the very sancity and strain
of the occasion would be a means of keeping them away
from the work in dratjia.
The very Questions Dr. Osgood brings up are of vital
impot'tsnce, because one more of the remnants of former
objections to plays in the church, is the fear trat. per-
forming in them will be a means of causing the young
people to choose the fetage when they come to choose their
life career. Many books of dram-tic m^^terial have been
written, and many collections of plays usable for church
productions have be 3n put on the market with the idea of
getting something that will meet the approval of all,
Isabel Kimball Vi/hiting says in a book she has put out
that the year s program she has provided connects the
old story with modern thought, thus stimulating the
imagin-^tion of the children and teaching the lessons
of truth through drama ^as worship", she emphasizes,
"not as a prpspective theatrical training." '-^he ma-
terial she uses is taken from the Bible, Tolstoys
s
"od
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W V/here Lovers God Is", "The Life of Saint Francis",
"The Vision of ^Ir Laiinfal" , 9nd old Easter carols.
Such plo?/s should certainly not tempt the young into
the wayward ways of the theater, taut in fact t^e ab-
surdity of such a thought is shown in the light shed on
it by EstVer ^'illard Bates who, in her enthliisiasm for
better church drama, argues for it to be as professional
as the music of the Church. No church would be conteht
with an amateur musician, she maintains, yet ^hen it
comes to dr?ma, the average church is satisfied with
the average , or under average production of plsys that
may range in ouality from the poorest compositir^ns to
those that should have professional direction. It is
most strange thPt parents who are so concerned about
their children entering the theatrical world because of t
their participation in church plays , never seem to
worry about them entering it by way of the opera through
singing in the churcll choir. If we are to t?ke church
drama as seriouF^y as the indications are now, this
problem will be solved by time, for w^ith Charles Arthur
Boyd we believe the place of drama in the church in the
1
future is to be a *»promineht place, a planned place,
a permanent place, and a progres^^ive place," For, as the
same critic says, "the real essence of religion is dra-
matic" snd the two are not only not ant<^gonistic , but
1 Charles A. Boyd :"?;orship in Drama", page 9.
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they are fundamentally one." /
PAGEANTRY AS GHUP.CH 'OmUA
The form of drama which vre call
the pageant is far from being new. It is not unlike the
pageants of the early fourteenth centupy in England, and
the pageant "-as even then an old form of drama. It seems
to have retr-ined very much the same form in which it was
first performed: a series of reiated episodes or events
which make up a story for the purpose of teaching a lesson,
inspiring the spectators with great ideals, or perpetuating
the memory of some great person or group of persons. In con-
nection with the pageant we have the classic example of
The Passion Play of Oberammergau, a play still performed
every ten years after s period of more than thr^'^e hundred
years. Ralph ^avol says,
1
"Although the religious drama may shock the sense of
veneration of supersensitive persons, the 'Passion Play
at Obera-imergau seems a reverent extemel manifestation of
inherent piety. Devout enthusiasts see in a pageant a
pra7/er of aspiration."
Interesting as this play is iH form and content, the
history ofi it? beginning is an important phase in the
2
dramatic field: '^As far b^ck as the twelfth century there
had been a Passion Play performed there, but toward the
end of the sixteenth century the vrars tbat wasted Oer-
1 Ralph Davol :" American ^ageantr^"
,
page IO4.
2 W.T. Stead:" The Passion Play at Oberammergau"
,
page 21.
r
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many left little time even to the dy/ellers in the
remote higVilsinds. >^fter thirty years the plague broke out
in the surrounding villages Oberammergau cuarrp.ntined,
and for a viiile warded it off, but later Casper Schuchler,
?:ho was r-orking with the stricken villagers , returned
to Oberammergau to see his wife and children '"^he plague '
struck the village so hard the villagers vowed tp repent,
and as a mark of gratitude for deliverance, to give
every ten years the** Passion Play". From that hour the
chroniclers say, the plague was stayed. Those smitten
recovered, and no others fell ill."
The play is composed of a series of episodes from
both the ©Id and New Testaments, covering the time from
the fall in Eden to the ascension of Christ. The Old
"""estament episodes are given in tableaux, as for-^runners
to those of the New I'estament. 'hey serve as a sort of
prophecy or finger post pointing to what is coming
later.
A beautiful legend is told concerning the origin
of dr^ma in Japan, '^ile it rightly belongs to the section
on the origins of drama, it is so closely akin to the story
of the "Passion Play" th^t I wish to give it here:
In the nineth century a great earthruake took place
in the province of Yamato. Poisonous vapors emonated from
the deep, spreading death and destruction all around.
Nothing could overcome the scourge, until priests con-
ceived the idea of performing a symbolic dance of incan-
tation on a grass covered hill outside the temple. At
.
r
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once the pestiferous vapours vanished, ^nd peace and
happiness v'as restored. Now Shebai-Ya (theater) reminds
us of this supposed origin, as Shehai means sod, and Ya
means house, ^en nowadays the great miracle of vsmsto is
celebrated by the same religious dsnce as an introduction
to every performance.
The pageant th-^^t is nov: attracting the attention of
lovers of art is one of the most influential types of
dr?ma because of its all-inclusiveness in subject matter.
It msy be strictly religious with its materi^^l tsken
from biblical sources; it msy be historical^ commemora-
ting some great epoch in the life of the nation; it may
be of local material celebrating t- e anniversary of
a community, an institution, such as a church, a school,
its very flexibility mr^kes it a useful instrument ""vith
which to work. As it is usually out of doors, it is wide
and sweeping in its scope; it engFges large casts,
draws communities together snd spreads s spirit of good
will, snd ser^/es as a social 'melting pot**.
As the spirit of a pageant is so close akin to
1
worship. 5jouis N. Parker c?lls it "a festiv?;l to Al-
mighty God in commemoration of past glory and gartitude
for present prosperity." Then f^alph vol goes further
2
to ssy, *A pageant is not given primarily for art's sake.
Alwa7/-s the serious lesson of the great legion who have
1 Louis N Parker, -uoted by Ralph Davol Americrn
Pageantrjr^
,
page 104--
2 Ralph Davol .'"American Pageantry**
,
page cO.
c
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passed on before appeals to the living to press cour-
ageously forward tov/ard their unfulfilled ideals end
broaden the flowing stream of life. There is sn ethereal
as well as an esthetical side. Emerson rho said,
•Reauty is its ov/n excuse for feeing^ also vrrote
:
<I slept and dreamed the world was beauty;
I wpke and lo, T found 'twa-^ dutyJ**'
1
Thorns s H.Dickinson spys, " Tlie pageant which has been
reborn in England and America within the last ten years
is nov; one of t^- e most influential types of dramatic art."
In speaking of the civic values of pageantry,
Esther 'villard -ates first shows the benefits derived
from it in the Americanization of the immigrants by the
2
"bringing of all races, classes , creeds , districts , and
political groups into a working unit whence all may be
eaually represented. It teaches our late comers the story
of t- e nation in an imaginative manner, and when they act
our forefathers and speak their ver7r words, they become
part owners in our traditions."
As to the religious use of pageantry, ^JAss Bates
explains, "In religious pageantry there are lessons taught
of spiritual regeneration at Easter, of giving at
Christmas, of spreading vrord at Epiphany and Whitsuntide...
The same socialization th^^t marks the community movement
is found in the church group
"The by-products ^re little and great. Many are
IThoraas II Dickinson The Case of American Drama"
,
psgel45
2Esther Willard ^ates:"The Art of Producing Pageants" ,page240
^Esther Willard ^stes:"The Art of Producing Pageants"
,
page243
& 244.
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unseen; some can not be estimated; others stand forth
clearly Minds once closed are more open. Nobler
appeals touch the heart. The community spirit, her
wings folded, has come to dwell unseen.
A

8S
PART THREE
SUI/MARY
In concluding the study of the interplay of drama
and religion, let us take a brief reviifw of the ir.'hole:
In the first place, religion is defined as an in-
born tendency to acknomledp-e a higher power whose laws
we seek to know in order to harmonize our v:ills with
them. As the particular religion referred to in this
thesis is the Ghristif^n religion, it is defined as an
acknowledgment of the principles set forth by Christ as
the basis of all blessings to mankind.
Drama is defined as that form of art whose ex-
pression conveys to an audience a story of life with
its vorious emotions.
The three-fold purpose of drama is:
to amuse,
to instruct, and
to aid in worship.
While the majority of people claim that amusement is
the only purpose, a few critics and playm-rights maintain
that the use of the theater as a means of instruction
is not only possible, but necessary. Chief among these
are Bernard Shaw and Eugene Brleux. Some maintain t^ at
at least one purpose of the drama is an aid in worship.
An ardent supporter of this claim is Rev. Phillips
Bndecott Osgood.
The purpose of this thesis is to show by a survey
7
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of the field of drams that religion and drama have had
an interplay, or en exchange of influence, one upon the
other through all the years of dramatic development.
This is shown in the origin of drama as a religious
ritual, not only in Engl'-^nd, but in practically every
rising civilization.
V/ith the rise of church drama in England we see
forms borrowed from Paganism v;hose ritual was taken over
by the Chri'^tians "^"ho applied it to the worship forms
of t'-eir own ritual.
Soon V7e sai^: the drama pass into the hands of the
laity, and pass from the altar as a form of worship, f^en
grow into many types of plays even before the Elizabethan
Age.
In a stud7/- of Shakespeare, we took as a basis the
influence the Bible and the Church had upon his works. In
a review of William ^-urgess^ "The Bible in Shakespeare**
we sa?;:
1 his use of the word, "God".
2^,his references to characters in Scripture.
5 his use of Scriptural facts and incidents.
4 his use of Scriptural themes.
5 his discretion in the use of biblical language.
6 his use of the ^ible as a source book for
character, using Job ^nd ^amlet as examples.
7 his use of the story of ^atiil on the Island of
Malta as a basis for "The '^'empest" .
8 his discretion in the use of intemperance.
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With the Puritanic influence snd the closing of
the theaters we saw drama come to a stsnd still in
Englsnd, but in France it was making some progress ^'hich
contributed to English drama in the Restor?'tion Period.
In the study of contempor?ry dram?' we hsve:
l.an interest in religious material representsd by
the works of '%sefield who has been imit^ti^ the
old liturgical drama with the addition of some
modem thought.
2.8 type of pl^y called the "morel plp.y'" , so cr-lled
because they are used to illustrate religious
principles; for examples*
a. "The Passing of the Third Floor Back#"
b. ^The Servant in the House**,
c. **The Fool**.
5.Plsys which show the need of racial understanding,
illustrated by
a. **Without the "alls**,
b. '"Able»g ^rish Rose",
c. **The Melting Pot**
4. The philosophical play, illustrated by plays
pertaining to life after death, such as
a. ** Lazarus ^aughed**,
b. **vnien We Dead Awaken**
,
c **l.'[ary Rose**, and
d. **0ut?7ard Round.**
(
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l?ext we took a brief studiji of O'Neill and the part
religion plsys in hi? dramas. "Trie references were to
"I/Iarco Millions'* and D^/namo" .
^ Religion in secular drama was reviewed and illus-
trated by
"The Strange Interlude**,
** Tjtie Enemy**
,
** Ghosts** ,and
** Damaged Goods**.
Critical comments from George Bernard Shaw and Eugene
^rieux were used to explain t>e place of such themes in
drama, and to show the critics* point of view.
A brief look at the present day church and its drama
showed the trend of dr^ma turning to the church Thich is
demanding it as a means of worship and instruction.
The rebirth of pageantry we saw as a vital factor
in the life of the community and the church, because of
its all-inclusiveness whicgi brings the whole community
into one body.
In consideration of the foregoing facts, all the
more true seem the words of Thomas H. Dickinson when he
1
says, ** No art can or will endure save as a part of the
life of man. The life of man is the necessar:/ substance in
>^ the life of art, and art draws its breath of immortality
only from man.**
• A • • • •
1 Thomas H. Dickinson:" The ^ase of American Drama** ,p'~ge,VII
(
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In his discussion of the promise of American drama
1
he asks, rrhat will the outcome be for races, for
men, for spirituality, for ;;ustice, for revealed truth?
"^e answer is larger than America.
''And when the dramatists come to make t^'is answer
they v/ill look to the cities for the miracles of
races. Certainly it is not as a problem that will pre-
sent itself to t>em, but as an epic Pact, a fact to
take its place beside the moving of f'- e Shildren of
Israel, the growth of Christianity, and the Crusades,
The dramatist v;ho represents the life of f'-e American
city has not before him a debased civilization, stum-
bling to its decline. It is a new civilization pre-
paring the materials of tomorrow,^
1 Thomas H. Dickinson:** The Case of American Drama**,
page 2l6,
^.0
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